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Canadair Sabres Passing ln Revier

oyal Canadian Air Force No
For Anniversary Song - Light Blue In Review See Page 5

I Promotions Announced I Wlaval
Stanley BS to Cpl. L Cornfield S to MCpl. Selenski GP to Sgt.
Labrecque JJ to Cpl.L Pack RH to MCpl Cuvilier RW to MCpl OTTAWA Defence
Lavalliere Pitcher R to MCpl. Robinson GB to Sgt. Minister Barney Danson
JR to Cpl. L Sandberg EJ to MCpl Butler AJ to Sgt. today announced that Vice-
Barrett FG toMCpl. Bell DR to MCpl Davies EW to Sgt Admiral Robert H. Falls,
Christensen FK to MCpl. Ledrew HW to MCpl CMM, CD, 52 of Welland,
Engleder RA to MCpl Ouellette WJ to MCpl Kaland A to Sgt. Ontario will be promoted to
MacLean G to MCpl. Woodburn RA to MCpl Neufeld EC to Sgt. the rank of Admiral and
Desnoyers GC to Sgt. Zaleschuk MS to MCpl Woodburn RW t0Sgt. appointed chief of the defence
Kingston EA to Sgt. Schmidt WH to MCpl Shears CD to WO staff September 15, 1977.
MacLean SF to Sgt. Dipsell AW to MCpl Clarke GS to WO.L He will succeed GeneralRamsdale KB to WO Johnston NR to MCpl

Crites WS to WO Jacques A. Dextraze, 57, whoFlanagan JA to Capt. Weiman CJ to MCpl has held the appointmentBetteridge KA to MCpl Boulay JG to Sgt. Obear HG to MWO since September, 1972, and is

,QTTAA - Department of
ational Defence has been

"""Shorted y Cabinet to
obtain from industry
POposals tor the acquisition
0! new fighter aircraft,
iefence minister Barney
anson announced on March

18, 1977.
He said that the proposals

would be based on providing
approximately 130 to 150 new
high-performance, multi-p
urpose fighters. This will be
the first formal step in ob
taining a replacement for the
CF-j and CF-I0I aircraft
which entered service in the
late 1950s and early 1960s, and
the CF-5 aircraft which are to
be converted to the advanced
training role in the 1980s.
The new aircraft will serve

Canada's sovereignty and
defence needs through the
turn of the century, including

r3

D h
its contribution to the NATO
Alliance.
The defence minister

pointed out that the decision is
only to invite detailed
proposals which will be
studied in close co-operation
with Supply and Services
Canada, Industry Trade and
Commerce and other
government departments and

• provide the basis on which
selection of suitable fighter
aircraft will be made.
In order to reduce the over

all costs of the project, it is
intended that the new aircraft
be provided "off-the-shelf" in
a configuration that will offer
some measure of stan
dardization and cater to the
Candian requirements in a
fighter aircraft.
Mr. Danson stated that six

aircraft arc being considered
after an extensive analysis of

*July 23
Snowbirds Will Participate

retiring after a distinguished
military career spanning 37
years which began as an in
fantry private. Vice-Admiral
Falls has served as vice chief
of the defence staff since July,
1974.
Admiral Falls will be the

first naval officer to become
chief of the defence staff.

Also announced was the
appointment of Major
General Ramsay M. Withers,
CD., 46, of Toronto, com
mander of Canadian Forces
Europe, as vice chief of the
defence staff effective Sep
tember 15. He is being
promoted to lieutenant
general.
Succeeding General

Withers in Germany is
Brigadier-General Charles H.
Belzile, CD., 43, of Trois
Pistoles, Quebec, new
assistant chief of staff of
NATO's Central Army Group
in West Germany, who will be
promoted to major-general.
Gen. Dextraze, of Montreal,

enlisted in July, 1940 as an
Infantry private with Les
Fusiliers Mont-Royal, and by
l944 was commander of the
""" as a lieutenant-colonel.
e won the Distinguished

%vice order tor gallantry in
" fighting in Northwest
,"ope, and a bar to the DSO
or persuading a German
eral to surrender the
utch city of Gronigen.
lle subsequently was ap

Pointed officer commanding
of the 1st Battalion, Hastings
%d Prince Edward Regiment
Or service in the Far East.
, ! 19so he led the 2nd Bat-1, Royal 22eme Regiment
an Doos) in Korean

/"rations, and for his service
," was made an Officer of
," Most Excellent Order of

British Empire.
.,in. Dextraze was chief of
" of the United Nations in
" Congo in 1963, and for
tstanding planning and
adership in rescue
"Perations" was made a
""mander of the Most
{ellent Order oft the British

mnupire,
"""or to his promotion to

q{"al and appointment as
"f of the defence staff in
.PP!ember, 1972, he held top
,{ and field appointments

etawawa, Montreal and at

Defence headquarters.
In his present appointment

he was made Principal
Commander of the Order of
Military Merit.
Canada's new highest

ranking military officer,
Admiral Falls began his
military career in December,
1942, at the age of 18, and now
is in his 35th year of service in
the Anncd Forces.
Initially he served with the

Royal Canadian Air Force as
a pilot, later transferred to the
Royal Navy Volunteer
Reserve, the Royal Canadian
Navy Reserve, and finally to
the Royal Canadian Navy.

Coming

"H-NI-I-I, So that's what you feed them in the less."
CF B Comox Community Day held on March

18th, saw a number of businessmen from the local
community touring facllltles on the airfield. The
purpose of the event was to better acquaint the
civilians with the operation and overall purpose of
the Base and to further relations between the

civilian and military com
Mortimer, Base comma,,""!ties. colonel R.!
Courtenay, Sand 1er, ill Moore, Mayor o
"ski", iam, k,'achan, Alderman, and
terested in this ev,"an, are particularly in

(Base Photo)

all possible candidates and
they are the only six that have
the potential to meet the
Canadian requirements. The
aircraft are the Grumman F-
14, McDonnell-Douglas F-15,
General Dynamics F-16,
McDonnell-Douglas-Northrop
F-18, Panavia Tornado and
the Dassault-Breguet FIE.
"A program of thls

magnitude must bring
significant economic benefits
to Canada. In addition to cost
and operational ability, an
essential element in the
selection will be the extent of
the industrial benefits which
can be offered by the
manufacturers and the source
nation," Mr. Danson said.
The cost of the program,

which will be determined
from the solicited proposals,
will be spread over ap
proximately 10 years, and will
Include the purchase of test
equipment, trainers and any
other non-recurring costs.
A project team has been

formed to prepare the
requests for proposals and
then evaluate the responses.
Manufacturers' responses
will be assessed to ensure that
overall Canadlan interests are
kept in mind with respect to
cost, operational suitability,
and industrial and economic
impact.
The project team includes

officials from National

Top
His active naval and

aviation career includes
service afloat in three aircraft
carriers, command of a
destroyer and an aircraft
carrier, and command of a
naval air squadron.
In· his senior appointments,

Adm. Falls was deputy
director of sea-air warfare,
director general of postings
and careers, commander of
the Canadian Flotilla
Atlanitc, associate assistant
deputy minister (policy), and
deputy chief of the defence
staff.
His promotion to vice
(Continued on page 11)

Defence, Supply and Services,
Industry Trade and Com
merce, and Science and
Technology. Other depart
ments and agencies will also
be included in the team as
required.
The evaluation of the

proposals will then be
presented as options for
Cabinet consideration in early
1978. It is expected that
signing of a contract will be
possible before the end of 1978,
with delivery of the first
fighter by mid-1931.
MULTI-PURPOSE AIRC
RAFT
Acquisition of a single

multi-purpose aircraft is
considered the most
promising and the most cost
effective approach, according
to the defence minister, since
it would reduce training costs,
simplify the Inventories of
spare parts, repair and over
haul facilities.
However, Mr. Danson

explained, the Canadian
requirement is complicated
by the diversity in roles
between North America and
Europe. In North America,
the predominant need is for a
long-range interceptor air
craft, to ensure an adequate
level of sovereignty and
defence in Canadian airspace.
These aircraft must also

have some ground support,
anti-shipping, and recon
naissance capability. In
Europe there is a need for a
tactical aircraft which has the
flexibility to counter the
threat to NATO posed by the
increasing build-up of War
saw Pact ground forces, and
also be able to engage in
counter air operations.
CURRENT FIGHTER
RESOURCES.
The Canadian Forces

currently operate a fleet of 103
CF-IOI Starfighters, 59 CF-1O1
Voodoos, and 103-CF-5
Freedom Fighters.
In Canada, for control of

sovereign airspace and for air
defence within its NORAD
commitment, the Canadian
Forces have three operational
squadrons equipped with CF-
101 McDonnell Voodoo two
seat, twin-engine, all-weather
interceptors, based at
Chatham, N.B., Bagotville,

(Continued on page 11)

Fashions For Charity
f d Pierrette model a sample of the large selection of bridal and

Mar[or"",,"~,ns trom Miss Frith ot' Victoria. They were part of the Spring
brides"7,';onsored by the Oticers' Wives Club in the Base Theatre on
Fash!9%,, 3 more pictures and information, see page 13.Marci 2'. o



2 Seciionflews
NWlushroom [utteringS- ---
Before getting into the quickly. Was it due to the fact

doings (or the lack of them), that your spotters were
of the technical crews, some freezing to death in the back
words of wisdom directed to while the rest of the crew
the spouses of those who keep jammed together up in the
all our paperwork straight, cockpit? That heater valve
the Clerks. Keep a close eye will be fixed right away.
on the three of them. If they Our visitors trom 408
suddenly start shaving extra (TacHel) Squadron in
close every day, demand Edmonton will be leaving
more attention be paid to that soon.. they caught all the fish
"ring around the collar", and that they can carry, so they're
take to wearing rather over- going to pick up their marbles
powering aftershave lotion, and go home. That and the
make doubly sure that they fact that the warmer weather
have their wedding rings on. has finally arrived in
There is a new addition about Edmonton. The rumor that
to join the Orderly Room staff the Hueys would not be
in the shape (!) of a sweet allowed to depart until large
young female Private straight RESCUE markings had been
from Borden. Cpls. Page, applied is strictly that ••• a
Dixon and Doubleday ... just rumor! Besides, White and
behave yourself!! (Oh! and DayGlo clashes frightfully
the OR's will be OUT OF with Grey-Green-Grey
BOUNDS to all personnel the camouflage!
minute she arrives!) After winning the last two
You win some, you lose weekly Squadron draws, Glen

some. Our favorite Supply Caslake has taken the advice
Tech (and we don't mean you, of all those who witnessed the
Wally!!) will be leaving us in last one, and bought a dif
a couple of weeks to try to ferent number this week. If he
earn her stripes at CFS wins again, the word has it
Gypsumville. Marg-baby, that there will be an opening
we're all going to miss your in the Aircraft Maintenance
smiling face during the day. Control Office.
The squadron had its first Out on the floor, No. 2 Crew

big call-out on search last is losing one of the old
Monday. Two Buffalos and stalwards. Jack Ball was
what seemed like half the offered free bowling for the
techs and aircrew departed in rest of his days, and so put in
a rush for Watson Lake... . .. for his release. He will be
most of the guys with very managing the Lougheed
little cash and their credit Lanes in Burnaby, and all 442
cards. Please RCC, hold the are welcome to drop in
call-outs until we can all get to anytime. . . providing you
the bank in the future. The bring along your own shoes,
result of the search was fast, ball, pins, and MONEY!! So
if not completely satisfactory; long, Jack! Good luck to you
themissing aircraft was down and yours on the Outside!
in an open area, but the pilot, Cpls. Pierce and Smith took
unfortunately was killed time off on their return from
during the impact. The short TD in Beautiful Downtown
search was a warm-up for Gander, to visit with an ex
bigger and better things, 442er now at Shearwater. I
Boss. That we can promise wonder if Barrington Street
you! was declared "Out of Bounds"
To the crew of Buff 456, before or after their visit!!
congratulations on spotting "RB" won't be staying with us
the downed aircraft so long though. He loves the

Tech Ramblings
Personnel changes, change their socks and are off

movements etc. with again. Hopefully the situation
deployments, loops, courses, will stabilize by summer.
promotions and leave, I think Lab coffee prices just went
there should be a traffic up 50 per cent with A.I.B.
control position for this approval. MCpl. Durrance
section. just bought some new dress
PROMOTIONS: Norm uniform pants. Oh me, these

Smith to WO, Bill Ouellett, secondary duties do get ex
Hedley Ledrew, Dave Be11, pensive.
and Moe Saleschuk to Master
Corporal, our congratulations Some notes on the two
to these people. deployments just finished.
MOVEMENTS: Capt. Personnel on RIMPAC stayed

Bodnarek to Servicing, at the usual excellent ac
replaced by Lt. Dyer; WO commodations! Pte HB was
Raymer to Labs, WO Adams too exuberant in the frater
to Base, WO Smith lo NCO i-c nization field and is on the
Avionics Servicing, Sgt. Dyer limp, Cpl. Boyd and Cpl
lo Labs, Sgt. Croiter to Hartley also walking wounded
civilian street back East I due to overfamiliarity with
understand, MCpl. Wilford to the blue Pacific and its un
Labs, MCpl. West to civy derwater inhabitants. Pte.
, street (and the parties are Lavoie, (JP for short) is now
still going on!) MCpl. Ker- the official 407 coconut
stens is off to Kingston for a collector and he doesn't even
course, Cpl. Hagar is going on use his tail! The personnel
course, then leave. See you who took their wives along
when the fishing gets better without confirming ac
Jim. Also on JLC are Cpl. commodations came close to
Lazenby, Cpl. Whelan, Cpl. being beach bums, however,
Keenan and Cpl. Black. Cpl. they all managed to find
Arthur recently got married lodgings.
and our congratulations there. Southern Detachment- I
He is slated for JLC shortly. Is hear the San Andreas fault
there a connection? was acting up while the
There are many more Canadians were down south.

personnel on course or going Now here is a question for the
on course. This, coupled with experts. "Did the Canadians
the aforementioned loops and cause it or was that normal
deployments, mean some activity? I'II bet 50 to 1 on the
people just get home to former myself.

Newfies so much, he's g""!
ack down peranent'y- !"%;
be something about squ •

l sorn.ejigging that gets 0

people. ·-
Attention ALL 442 per

son«iv sart makin %P22,$"
excuses now for April '
That's the date of the 11th
Consecutive 442 Squadron
Stag Getogether, Award
Presentations, and Say Nasty
Things About The Guys
Leaving Night!! Let's not
everybody use the same old,
"Well, I just stopped by for
one with the boys!"' The wives
are getting tired of that old
saw. Use your imagination.
Think of something new.
Prizes will be awarded for
originality!!
The following is a poem that

was written back in 1957 by
Mrs. Marjorie Reigh.

One-Twenty-One
The pilot bailed from his
stricken plane

Lost amid vast untracked
terrain;

The fisherman clinging to
capsized boat

Exhausted, the haven of land
remote.

The logger maimed by a
fallen branch

Or skier trapped in an
avalanche

Dimished are aeons of
desperate plight.

In relief at the presence of
rescue flight.

Of the men whose
merciful creed

Is to succour and
the dire in need;

aim and

rescue

This is the team - unmat
by none, led

Determined, courage
One-Twenty-One. "us,

(and, if I may)

But now time has
things

The equipment is new.
What was once One-T
Is now Four-Four-T,One

The Electronic Indus.
Association recommend, [{""
you unpluyourTV setan@}""
connect the antenna ifyo,,"
on @in of and lea'$}"
any length of time, tor

Rescn ebits
Well sports fans, we're not

halfway into the herring
season at this point, but to
date we have assisted 35
fishing vessels, 6 have sunk
but miraculously no one has
lost their life. Couple of good
cases today (12 Mar.), an 85-
foot fish packer towing a
barge heavily loaded with a
hundred tons of herring
started taking on water about
4 miles off Cape Beale. The
helo on deployment at Tofino
was dispatched as was the
Bamfield lifeboat and the
cutter Rider. Luck was with
us as the packer was able to
maintain power and forward
momentum and all that was
needed was an escort into
Bamfield. The herring were
all saved.
Later in the AM a fishing

vessel reported he was half
way between Nanaimo and
Bower Island and alongside a
59-foot fish packer heavily
loaded with herring which had
lost forward momentum, and
was gaining downward
momentum. Resources were
dispatched but stood down
when the rescuing fishing
vessel reported the packer
had sunk and the two on board
were saved. Even though the
weather has been terrible (70
MPH wind at Estevan Point,
11 Mar.) the deployment of
resources has paid immense
dividends.
The LAB was twice in the

same day able to airlift in
jured people from fishing
vessels that might otherwise
not have been reached. The
Buffs herring surveillance
has paid off by relaying heavy
concentrations of vessels so
that we could deploy ac-

ENJOYING %%%R
ELECTRONICS .E
Tips To Help Yo

Before you buy a calculator
for yourself or as a gift,
sider what it will be usq ,,"
Y • d I or.ou wont nee logarithms in
thesupermarket. Also, seeif+he
read-out and push buttons are
the right size for your finger
and eyes.

cordingly. The Coast Guard
and Navy have responded
admirably. The Ready, Rider,
Racer, Glendyne and Glen
dale have put forth maximum
effort. So far, we have teen
able to out-resource the
resource, and with luck the
whole operation will comoff
without a hitch. Material
is to be expected and car be
replaced, but human life is
something else again. Foot
prints are only filled once.
Had a couple of aircraft

crashes as well as the herring
activities. Five people were
killed NorthWest of Prince
George last week, but four
survived a crash 11 March
near Nakusp. The Nakusp
people were out looking for
Caribou flying low, crossed a
ridge, caught a down drift and
were forced into the ground.
The crash site was located

by ELT and the people were
air lifted out by chartered
helo. One very interesting side
light of this case was that in
order to accommodate the
four people in the aircraft, the
survival gear was taken out
and left on the hangar floor. It
takes all kinds. Good thing
they did not have to spend the
night, they were at the 7500'
level of a mountain. Gets
fairly cool.
Still running about 25 per

cent ahead of last year's
workload, and if the rate
continues we will coordinate
over 4,000 incidents in 1g77
Still no policy or staff changes
as yet,'but ioefty w'j
et another bod or two as the

More than 2,600,000Cana4
suffer fromsome type6r,,">
disease. eart

Karen's
Korner

This issue, the welcome
mat, goes out to a number of
new female personnel. Our
post recent arrivals are Lt. J.
pavey, Pte. R. Steeves, Pte.

hang«a M.Robins, Pte. V. Venne, Pte.
Ny, Sarrazin, Lt. M. Marchand,
pte. S. Montambault, and Pte.
p. Vincent. I hope I haven't
missed anyone, but if I have,
pm sorry. And a hearty
welcome is issued to all of
you. '
For those of you who were

not in attendance at the last
nd apparently final meeting
f the servicewomen, we had
a guest speaker. MCpl. Lehr,
f Base Transport, talked
about the possibility of a
Servicewomen's Hockey
Team this coming winter.
several names were taken. If
you are interested, please
contact me at local 272 or
MCpl. Lehr at local 264.
Congratulations to Wynne

Jackson who is soon to get her
first hook. Also to anyone else
who may have received
theirs.
As far as I know, the only

girls who have left CFB
Comox in the last little while
are Jayne Poplar, who
returned to North Bay, and
Becky Flavel, who took her
release.
Softball has started up, the

first practice being on
• • • Tuesday in the Rec Centre.

Make certain that outdoor There seems to be a lot of girls
TV antennas and lead·in wires interested this year.
are kept well away from power The girl's volleyball team
lines. The antenna mast should didn't "· ii M Jaw but
be permanently grounded and " win n loose Haw, )u

a lightning arrester install4<. they put up a good show for
the lead-in circuit. 1 (Comox.

SAR call starts to function.
Maybe in the traditions of all,
they will take two more away.
Someone in their wisdom once
said "The reason you guys are
so busy is you have too many
resources".
Remember as the boating

season approaches and the
nautical nut takes to the water
- the life you save may be your
own.
Per Ardura Ad Rescutatem

- that others may live.

Air Traffic Control News
Personnel changes once

again highlight this article.
Pte. Elaine Darling is being
posted to Greenwood in June
after less than two years at
the Base. Pte. Phil Lester has
put in for his release from the
Forces and will probably be
leaving B.C. for the Niagara
region of Southern Ontario.
Pte. Ian Wade is leaving
RATCon and returning to the
Tower. MCpl. Don Dieno
checked out as a new Radar
Controller and should be
buying the beer for the Section
in the near future. Cpl. Debbie
Edwards and hubby John are
going on vacation to sunny

409 Ar't Checklist
If you see two short-type

fellows strolling around the
Flightline or in the hangar
with cams on their baseball
caps, stop them!! They are
recently back from Idaho and
you too are probably in
terested in knowing that the
H- 'cams" means. If you're
not, ask them anyway . . .
there may be questions later.
From all reports, the Idaho
trip was a "fluid" success and
who said Idaho was famous
only for its potatoes! ("AII
what ah!") ....(in joke).

Congratulations are in
order for promotions. 409
Load Section received two
new Master Corporals, Bill
Dipsell and Wilf Schmidt.
There are other Armourers on
the base as well, and Checklist
extends well done and con
tinued success to all who are

Gomox Valley Ford

RENTAL
Cars and Trucks
Mavericks, Comets, Pintos

1-Ton Furniture Van
¾-Ton Pick-up
Club Wagon

SALES, SERVICE & RENTALS
OPEN 8 a.m.- 9 p.m. Mon. to Sat.

For Daily Rental
Call 334-3733

COMO' VALLEY
SALES LTD.

Your Local Ford and Morcury Doalor
360 N. l»land Highway, Courtonay, B.C.

Ph0no 334-3161
MOTOR DEALER LICENCE NO. 5028

California next week, and she
has promised Lo show us her
tan when she gets back. (All
over, Deb??)
"B" League Hockey is over

for another year and we lost
our last game to the MP's 5 to
3. Terry Wallace, our goalie,
(alias, "Da Sieve") let in four
goals in the first period, but
once we explained to him that
all three periods counted, he
cleaned up his act. The week
before that we hosted the
Controllers from Vancouver
and lost2-1. On the way home
from a good post-game party,
Cpl. John Fader (riding a
Honda) tried to outdo the

one more step up the ladder of
leadership.
The Thundersticks are out

of their slump! Some say the
absence of superstar Kip
McLean sparked the team to a
resounding victory. Others
say that they miss old Kip.
Either way you look at it,
"Red-lite" Berube played a
superb game in nets and Ron
Western (just back from Cool
Pool with renewed energy),
sparked the team to victory.
On the horizon is CI,

Combat Pike, and other
Weapons Load Competition al
Tyndall AFB in Florida.

famous Eve! Knievel, with a
spectacular (though un
planned) jump. The problem
was that the only thing that
got airborne was friend John.
.. he aviated over his han
dlebars and landed in a
swamp. Luckily, a friendly
MPpulled both John and his
motorcycle out of the muck
and the mire!!!
Word For The Day:

RATCON - Radar Terminal
Control Unit
Ratcon is the part of the

ATC Section that provides
radar control of IFR flights
operating in the Comox
Terminal Area (the chunk of
sky that we look after). We do
this by using a surveillance
radar that has a range of up to
100 miles and a precision
radar that controls a-c from 9
miles on final approach to the
ground.

SECURING ECONOMY
Installing good locks your
self saves money-and
may save your valuables.

ne "MARINER" a
"SEASCAPE" APARTMENTS

Comox Avenue, Comox
(Next to the Hospital)

1 BEDROOM SUITES
2 BEDROOM SUITES • • from
• OCEAN & MOUNTAIN VIEW
• W.W. CARPETING
• DRAPES
• STOVE & FRIDGE
• FREE CABLEVISION
• INDIVIDUAL SUNDECKS
• LAUNDRY ROOM EA. FLOOR
• LOCKER ROOM EA. FLOOR
• CONTROLLED ENTRANCE
• AMPLE PARKING
• ELEVATOR
• RESIDENT MANAGERS

For Appointment To View
Phone 339-5417 or 339-5309

.......ton 175%%

"235%
I

I,
I
!

Nanaimo
Realty

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION is yours of this re
cently redecorated (inside and out) 3 bedroom
homo in a quiet locatlon In Courtenay.
Features include doublo paved driveway and
Iorgo woll landscaped lot. Existing mortgage of
$28,900 can be assumed. Offers to listing price
of $37,900.

HARRY HOLLAND RES: 334-4075
OFFICE: 334-3124

576 England Ae.
Courtenay

334-3124

THE THOUSAND DOLLAR c
STILL DE YOURS on this now 4,, 'NT CAN
3 bedrooms fully carpetod. "no in Como
Id • ocoted •cul-«de-sac with the provincial on qui@y

of $1,000 and o $9o in,,,""""ornmenr's at#,
to do is qualify. ent. All you ha

LEN EVERETT RES: 339-595
OFFICE; 339-222g

Eliminates Moisture
oa Inside

and Outside Walls
CARBOZITE
4 Protective Silicone

Base Coating
check These Features
, Single coat applicatios
, 5-year material

replacement guarantee
water repellant
seals minor cracks, ca be applied to
wood, metal, mason3
prick, stucco, cement
and block

, Apply by
±rush, roller or spray.
proven in Industry,
Homes, Fars, etc.
Basic Colons - plus

Lack, white, aluminum
TAIN A FREE TEST

0! SAMPLE
nd see what
CARBOZITE
un do for you.

Now Available... The Modern Miracle c, ;• le 'oating
• Developed Especially

for
WOOD, METAL, BRICK
STUCCO, CEMENT Sr""

(lff@5ijp o Wu-rs '·wars
Uli'LL'UV'SL' For Hores. sconsots. c

Farms anon industii' 52percial,
OBTAIN A FREE TEgr "UP9S.
and find out whatcMMPLE
can do for you. OZIE

Courtenay, B.C.

SERVICE CLUBS, CHURCH GROUPS, OR OTHER ORGANIZATION 3.

If you intend to do any painting or protective ,, JS
donote up to 10 Gallons on a single p,"Ging We wall
use more than lO gallons. 'o

the project will

OBBIE'S SALES & SERVICE
R.R.I- Lake Trail Road

(604) 334-301&

..



By Doug Devin
And Robert Jahrig

Somewhere in northern
Alberta, a large passenger
carrying jet is missing.
The Rescue Co-ordination

Centre in Edmonton is
alerted. Within two hours. a
team of highly trained para
rescue specialists, the
spearhead of the Search and
Rescue network, is in the air.
MAD. Major Air Disaster.

The ultimate test of a SAR
operation. The majority of air
crashes in Canada occur in
the heavily-travelled southern
corridor. The problems of
locating the crash site and
evacuating survivors are
relatively easy there. Roads
and hospitals are close at
hand.
But an increasing number

of airliners are travelling the
polar route, coming in over
the vast expanse of the
Canadian arctic. Despite
sophisticated navigation
equipment, multiple back-up
systems and expert crews,
there is always that remote
chance that a large group of
vacationers may unex
pectedly find itself on the
frozen tundra.
Precisely this sort of ac

cident was the scenerio for
Rescue North II, a partial
crash simulation exercise
staged near CFB Cold Lake
March 5-6.
One hundred Edmonton

army, navy and air cadets
were flown to the "crash site''
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0ne 0f 0ar 7ls ls Missing
on Primrose Lake. 170 miles advance rescue base (ARB) to Edmonton, with yet anothe
north-east of Edmonton, commander. Normally Sgt. amazing adventure to bra
where they played the role of Folk would have been the first about at school.
survivors. Using spruce to drop into the crash site, but Col. Lee said Rescue North
boughs and red dye, the for this exercise he arrived in II was obviously unrealistic in
cadets formed the outline of a advance to help co-ordinate some respects, but it was
Boeing 707 jet on the ice, then the operation. intended as a training exer
awaited Saturday evening and This initial drop took longer cise, not a showpiece, and as
the arrival of their rescuers. than expected, and the first such it was successful.
The rescuers were 16 para- Hercules was still on the scene He said there is little chance

rescue specialists. They came when the second one arrived. of a modern commercial je
from all four of Canada's Sgt. Folk explained that going down in the north, but IE
Transport and Rescue there were very tricky winds is much more likely that an
squadrons, 413 (Sum- at 1000 feet, the altitude at older piston engined aircraft
merside), 424 (Trenton). 440 which the jumpers and would be involved.
(Edmonton) and 442 packages left the aircraft. Col. Lee said it would mean
(Comox). Two USAF rescue Some of the drops were faster, more efficient SAR
specialists, one from remarkably accurate, coming operations if rescue aircraft
Elmendorf AFB, Alaska and down only a few yards from could be located at additional
one from Scott AFB Illinios the aircraft outline, while two points in the vast 3 million
also jumped in with the jumpers and a package came squaremile Edmonton Search
Canadians. down several hundred yards and Rescue Region, but
There was no actual search downwind on a forested financial considerations make

for the crash site, as the ac- island. No one was injured this unlikely for the time
cent for this exercise was on however, and the work of being.
the establishment of time establishing the ARB While heavy commitments
frames and the elimination of proceeded smoothly. and financial constraints are
snares from the various Sunday morning, the constant problems, this type
rescue phases of the stretchered cadet survivors, of MAD operation pioneered
operation. sorted and handled according y CFB Edmonton is now j] ll
The first Hercules, from 435 to injury tags, were airlifted possibly the best in the world.

Squadron, arrived overhead by two Twin Otters (440 Sqn.), One of the USAF observers
shortly after dusk. This air- two Huey helicopters (408 said the U.S. really has
craft, with exercise director Sqn. and CFB Cold Lake), and nothing to match it.
and Edmonton Base Com- a Chinook helicopter (450 As for the rescue
mander Col. K.C. Lee aboard, Sqn.) to the forward rescue specialists, Col. Lee said,
carried eight rescue base (FRB) in a hangar at "They're a highly motivated
specialists and four 700 lb. Cold Lake. group of people, spirited and
packages consisting of The FRB provided the capable. I don't know of any
toboggans, tents, sleeping survivors with more ad- others in the service who have
bags and other cold weather vancedmedical care than was a higher morale."
gear. All this material was available at the crash site (not He said he hopes the rescue
dropped by the light of 2± to mention more advanced specialists will soon have
million-candle-power flares. toilet facilities). their own trade, rather than
TI1e accuracy of the drops From Cold Lake, the cadets, just a classification. T,. n 1111 • ,. • A . .

»» cir » pgi w is «ii iii@ s» sci«@firs. i«cs@iv st .or l fle /feScje /l/l@Ch//e pp»pg
aircraft by Sgt. Jim Folk, the were flown by Hercules back talents is long overdue." ' lft
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LOT
In one of the finest subdivisions on Vancouver Island
We have people paying less to own than they would to rent!

ALSO NOW ON DISPLAY

GLEN RIVER 8 ATCO 12' 8 14' 8 24 WIDE
FACTORY-BUILT HOMES Fully skirted & set up

% 25 VEAR AMORTIZATION
80% OF VALUE

- ON DOUBLE WIDES AND LOTS -

$5,000 GOV'T SECOND Plateau Mobile
MORTGAGES Living Ltd.

or N s
$1,000 HONEOWIVER t 5

2
GRANTS AVAILABLE

2.8 mi 1.2 mi. CFB
Comox
Airport

,..:

For a pleasant surprise - E
r Park Plateau

Call us today for an
appointment to view.
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EDITORIAL
Ground Pondering

Remember The 'Arrow?'
much that is imagined about the Avro
irre. vi ivi6 ii9] 8,%%22"a»

The government o1 Arrow
reasons tor canceling the %"i iis
project, not ihe least of "!iiiyj the
high cost, but none seem 'The Avro
effects of the termination· 4 in the
Company, the most advance ~led
cs@a Ario_inadvsY,, ""?'.
on for a short while, but ii5OPP,, 4
when the government chose to,9!j 4
Canadair in Montreal the contra _,
6ii@ ihe co4. The wnoe atfai )"%",
bitter experience for those emp!OY'
Avro, and it is likely that much (TO%'
technology eventually found its waY
the United States.

Since then the Canadian Aircraft
industry, while still imaginative, has at
best enjoyed mediocre success.

Perhaps the government should
have chosen to spend the extra fifty
million dollars the Arrow would have
cost. We may not now have been able to
build aircraft to compete with the Eagle,
but we would certainly have a more
thriving aircraft industry, and we would
not be In such desperate need of a new
fighter aircraft. The verdict of time may
show that the government saved a dollar
and lost an industry.

In the age of the Tomcat and the
Eagle It is difficult to remember that not
too long ago Canadians designed and
built the world's most advanced In
terceptor.

Eighteen years ago last month the
CF1O5 Avro Arrow made its maiden
flight. Five prototypes flew a total of
seventy.-five hours, and the aircraft
displayed such great potential that it
was scheduled to make an attempt at a
world speed record.

For both those interested in
Canadian aviation and those in the
RCAF, the news of the Arrow was a
source of pride and anticipation. All
Canadians had a great deal to be proud
of, for the Arrow seemed to prove that
Canada's aviation technology was the
equal of any country's In the world.

But our triumph was short-lived.
The government cancelled the project,
and ordered all the products of seven
years of research, and all the aircraft
both those flying and the twenty-nine In
various stages of construction-to-be
completely destroyed.

So thorough was the destruction,
that of this great aircraft today little else
remains but an engine and one battered
nose section. Information about the
aircraft is equally scarce. Today there is

BY HUGH ANDERSON
M.P., '

Comox-Alberni

AIRFORCE Is A Winner
The Royal Canadian

Airforce Association can
be justifiably proud of its
new magazine.

Volume 1, Number 1 of
Airforce dated January
1977, would tickle the heart
of any airman. The vivid
colors, the interesting and
newsworthy articles, the
items of a historical
nature, and above all, the
aircraft paintings and
photographs, combine to
make it an outstanding
publication. •
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A striking reproduction
of a painting by Aviation
Artist Graham Wragg
shows a Hawker Huricane
streaking by a burning,
disintegrating Heinkel.
The 'hump backed Hurl'
dressed in the battle colors
of the RAF 303 Squadron ls
featured on the covers.

The editorial by Doug
Harvey says it all: ''We're
confident that our ex
panded readership appeal
will attract more members

Open LetterTo
PMO Residents

The Conference Board in
recent studies on education
asks WHY we take a young
child and place him in school
for a set number of years to
study a certain fixed variety
of subjects.
There is a suspicion that

education is primarily a baby
sitting service, designed to
look after young humans

l •

It Is with regret that I must announce my resignation
from the fol/owing positions: Head-Co-ordinator,
Assistant Co-ordinator No. 1, Assistant Co-ordinator, No.
2, in the Base Teen Organizations (BTO). I have been
filling all three positions for several months. •

I would like to thank the community for the confidence
that they have shown In me. I am honored that no one has
deemed it necessary to fill the two extra positions.

These three positions must be filled before B.T.O. can
resume having dances or other social "functions. The
constitution calls for three responsible adults serving as
supervisors. B.T.O. cannot function without these adults.
I hope that in the near future volunteers will be for
thcoming.
l am quite sure that Comox is full of closet volunteers.
How many times have I hard someone say "If I had time
I would really like to help." Arise and come forth you
closet volunteers. Come Into the daylight and claim your
rewarding jobs.

In closing I would like to say, "to the few who have
helped us, from the many, our heartfelt' thanks."

C.V. McDonell

during the years they pass
from helplessness until they
reach the point of contributing
to the well-being of our
society. This idea is dismissed
as unworthy. The role of
education is two-fold. First, it
is a process of imparting basic
skills as preparation for later
life. Second, it is a means of
helping the individual to reach
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YEAH, HE RECKONS HIS CONTRACTORS CAN CHANGE
THE BULB ALLRIGHT BUT HE'S SHOT-STAFFED
AT THE MOMENT SO ITLL TAKE SIX EEKS/

I
Tracy

On March 21st, 1977, the
Honourable Francis For
detailed plans for ne
Legislation regarding young
offenders to replace the 1908
Juvenile Delinquents Act.
Prior to this new legislation

being announced extensive
consultations were carried out
by the Ministry of the Solicitor
General on the 1975 Report
entitled "Young Persons in
Conflict with the Law". These
consultations were carried out
with provincial governments,
national and provincial
associations and interested
members of the public

to the RCAF Association,
just as it attracts those
national advertisers who
wish to get their messages
before a broad spectrum of
Canadian airmen and
airwomen, and people In
government and the
aerospace Industry."
"WE WANT YOU''....the

pointing finger of 01'
Sergeant Shatterproof
adds ''class'' to the
recruiting poster.
The membership fee of

$8.00 per year includes a
paid-up subscription to
AIRFORCE. You can
become a member if you
are:

- a serving member of
the Canadian Forces
regular or reserve, a
former member of the
RCAF, Commonwealth Air
Forces or United States
Air Force, a serving or
former member of the
Royal Canadian Air Cadets
or Cadet Instructor List,
employed with Canada's
aerospace industry or with
a firm that produces under
sub-contract to the
aerospace industry,
associated with a flying
club or similar
organization.
Ol'Shatterproof says,
'send your application
complete with your name,
address, service number,
rank and decorations (plus
your cheque or money
order for $8) to: Mem
ber sh Ip, RCAF
Association, 424 Metcalfe
St., Ottawa, Ont., K2P
2c3."

his or her fullest potential.
Education should give
children a chance to un
derstand themselves, to relate
to others and to know
something about the world in
which they live. It should,
presumably, help students to
choose and find work that
seems to them worth doing; so
that they can be happy and
productive members of the
community.
The current controversy

and discussions on education
in this province touch us all.
Whether we are parents,
students, educators, em
ployers or employees, we are
involved and should be con
cerned.
Money has never been able

to buy happiness, credit cards
are not doing much better.
Credit is an area of con
siderable misunderstanding
and abuse. The Credit Bureau
has stated that excessive debt
is responsible for a high
proportion of marriage break
downs. It ls not unreasonable
to suggest that students
should be taught the role,
function and risks of credit.
Credit is a fact of life, running
a close second to the birds and
bees. Ignorance of either has
never been proved to be an
advantage!

Money is said to go around
and around. HOW? 'This is the
question that students should
be able to answer before they
enter the workforce and
become consumers. They
should know and appreciate
that industry and govern
ments pay wages which are

• Holding Young Persons Responsible

by JIM SMITH

Warning Signs
,

Perhaps you saw the sig18
in lobbies of that major Ca
nadian bank during the an
nual mid-winter RRSP sales
spree. "Retirement is just
not working." the signs said.
And truer words were never
spoken.

•••
The bank, of course, had

hoped to cultivate dreams of
a carefree retirement (abett
ed by a healthy RRSP port
folio) among its customers.
But the message has a nefani
ous ring to it, too: our na
tional retirement system is a
mess.

• • •
All Canadian workers con

tribute to the Canada Pen.

gathered at seventy-five
public meetings held between
September 1975 and June 1976,
as well as the hundreds of
briefs and letters submitted to
Members of Parliament and
to the Solicitor General.
Under the current law
enacted in 1908, young persons
who commit offences are .
treated primarily as
misdirected, and needing aid,
encouragement, help and
assistance. The proposed
Young Offenders Act would be
based on the principle that
young persons are responsible
for their criminal acts.
The proposed Act would

only deal with young persons
who commit offences against
the Criminal Code and other

sion Plan (or, in Quebec, the
OPP). Some also buy into
group plans at work or invest
in RRSPs. Then, generally at
age 65, the worker is fired
and left to his pension in
come. Except a euphemism
is used for "fire" "retire".

• • •
Compulsory retirement is

touted as meaningful social
reform. Actually, it is govern
ment-sanctioned discrimina
tion against the aging (one
hesitates to refer to a 65-year
old as "elderly" at a time
when one can reasonably ex
pect to live to 80 or more).
Rather than a life of ease, the
worker often is abandonned
to inadequate income and a

. total lack of intellectual
challenge.

"How Basic ls the 'CORE' Of Education

federal statutes. The
minimum age of criminal
responsibility would be set at
age twelve, and the maximum
age, at under age eighteen.
The provinces would retain
the option to adopt age sixteen
or age seventeen.
In holding young persons

responsible, it would be
recognized that their rights
are no less than those of
adults, including the right to
retain and instruct counsel,
and in some cases, safeguards
would be provided to ensure
that the rights of the young
persons are protected.
Under the proposed

Legislation, a young person
found guilty of an offence in
the Youth Court may be

While compulsory retire
ment may be convenient for
the younger workers (who
are promoted to fill vacancies
left by departing workers),
it is no longer biologically or
economically feasible policy.
Experience is the best teach
er; dumping our senior work
ers also involves discarding
our most knowledgeable and
skillful workers. Often, a 65-
year-old worker has more
than a decade ofuseful years
still to offer society.

• • •
Within the next ten years,

Canada will face a serious
shortage of labour. Retaining
our present retirement poli
cies will mean sacrificing a
precious resource. And the
falling birthrate ensures that,
by early in the 21st Century,
we could have as many as 2
pensioners for every 3 work
ers, creating an almost im
possible tax burden for the
workers.

used to purchase goods an4 voting for candidates whose
services or are put asid ;{ .tatfrm is often basically
savings. Know that savin, '{omie. The right to vote is
through many types «" 1,,5rent in our democracy but

t in- 1n h rt b •vestment, finance industr are we not shot tenangmng our
and government in the san students if we do _not ensure
way that moneies recej {at, as far as is possible,
from the sale of goo." ~4i votes are informed and, 1d Ser. 1evices an taxes do. It IS ~telligent?
circle, money DOES a .
around and around. py, ,O pie teaching of economics
standing of this woi4,"" 4iigh schools varies across
the wage and price ,"""U +aada, both in course con-
spiral, as it h; ''le; or <and student enrollment.

• 1as regrettabj ten fl:t lr :tanbecome: Is it ossibl ' rns may reflect reluct 1ce
lack of 1"" le that (e part of teachers to
knowled "I€ economy 9 ,qe it in the course of
some 1,, encouraged "hor it may refec iack
siG..}, "el • %"%rems@ii@6 iciest
economy? Upon th ", economists and the

Wr Ii , fro' ,s community. We

ah: -s jig
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entrepreneurs. econ "!' ts offered an economics
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derstanding t ,];; "e u. P"" Giner provinces are
ii@em niterij,jeoie "%"k iismoil-
be living and to , "SY wj ea"" 3f the
«if soiii; "ti o, moss %23g,"a' ate«
Taxation h 5omy, wMIe

described "" bee, "",jnts as consumers,

:±sis.t $ ";:.. E
sis.is.ft;±g.3$ ±Elsi %ii!"
a method ,3ocours I asie tools of 1ear
essentiaj "U finanein h. js, after all, one of the
iii«ha.,{gg siiG "?z; if%%% @ cvciion-

• s also e pje •of income levelj, "mean " ·ms logical, therefore,
ti rd6±;hos, 1%# sicoif 'e seer
a competent axati, d% ,4e teaching of basic
achieving soet "cans q for "es to high school
measures are ~4}"Uy.t, co!"%,"{'#a ihat ii should be
pak in, ii,",} mii, 4v%,}a in he core
The voting , Platfon, ~cl
lowered ani$;; has a; !i""";;mara otTrade)

""peop, " ,ancouvear

• • •
Increasingly, smaller firms

are recognizing the tremen
dous value represented by
older workers. The Canadian
Federation of Independent
Business reports that many
independent retailers are hir
ing older workers laid off by
department stores. The re
tailers discovered that these
older workers bring both ex
perience and their regular cus
tomers to the new employer.

• • •
RRSPs aside, the bank is

dead on with its signs. Retire
ment is just not working.

discharged or ordered by the
judge to pay a fine of up to
$1,000, to pay compensation
up to $1,000, to make
restitution of stolen property,
to perform a community
service order, to serve a term
of probation up to three years,
or any combination of the
above. In addition, those
youths who have committed
serious or repeated crimes
and are a threat to Society
may be ordered to serve a
term of open or secure
custody not exceeding three
years.
The Solicitor General has

recognized the services and
resources implications for the
provinces arising from the
proposed Legislation and has
indicated that the Federal
Government of Canada is
prepared to share in the cost
of additional juvenile services
administered by the Province.
The Federal Government
currently share the cost of
open and secure custody
through the Department of
National Health and Welfare
and the cost of legal aid
assistance through the
Department of Justice.
It is the intent of the Federal

Government after further
consultation to seek the

RAF
Bomber
Command
Dinner
OTTAWA - Wartime

members of Royal Air Force
Bomber Command are in'}
to attend a special dinneJ
their former commander-f
chief, Marshal of the Royal
Air Force Sir Arthur Harris,
celebrating his 85th birthday.
The dinner is on Apr. 30th at

the Grosvenor House hotel in
London, Eng., and Sir Arthur
will address the many former
Commonwealth air and
ground crew veterans ex
pected to attend.
Royal Canadian Air Force

members who were in
Bomber Command from 1939-
45 are invited, and mayobtain
tickets from H.R. Pitcher,
DFM, 69 Coppetts Road,
Muswell Hill, London NIO
1JH.

support of the Provinces for
the new Legislation with the
aim of placing Legislation
before Parliament in the Fall
of 1977. If you, Dear Reader,
have any questions, com
ments, to make on this
Legislation contact me either
through my Constituency
Offices in Port Alberni and
Campbell River, or write to
me directly, c/o, House of
Commons, Parliament
Buildings, Ottawa, Ontario,
KlA 0A7.
At the present time over 500

letters have been received
from all parts of Canada
dealing with, you the Readers
thoughts on the problem
facing Canada with the
Election of a Separatist
Government in the Province
of Quebec. Translation will be
carried out this week on some
of the more profound letters
and these will be sent to the
French Language
Newspapers in the Province
of Quebec, addressed to their,
Letters to the Editor column.
There is still time to send your
letters in and as promised an
acknowledgement will be
sent, for those people sup
porting the idea of one
Canada, Canada Flag Pins
will be mailed out.

Bond Holders
Will Need S.I.N..

Betty Newton, public Relations Officer for Revenue Canada
Taxation, Victoria, says this article may be of particular in
terest to Base personnel as it could apply to such items as
Canada Savings Bonds registered in the name of infant children.
'There is no minimum age for applying for a Social Insurance
Number," she said.

OTTAWA - Residents of
Canada who cash certain bond
interest coupons will be
required to provide a correct
social insurance number or
pay a 25 per cent withholding
tax on their interest payment
under an amendment to the
Income Tax Act, Monique
Begin, Minister of National
Revenue, has announced.
This new procedure bas

become • necessary because
some taxpayers have not been
reporting the full amount of
bond interest payments. The
use of social insurance
numbers is considered the
most efficient and economical
method of identification and Is
already used by Revenue
Canada, Taxation in many of
its programs for verifying
taxpayer information.
When the new procedure Is

in operation banks and other
financial institutions will be
asking their customers to
provide social insurance
numbers when cashing in
terest coupons on any federal
provincial or municipal
bonds. Individuals who do not

have a correct social in
surance number will pay 25
per cent of the interest
payment which will be for
warded to Revenue Canada
Taxation and credited to the
taxpayer. The full amount of
the interest coupon, including
the 25 per cent, withholding
tax, must be declared for
Income tax purposes.
To avoid the withholding

tax, bond holders can obtain a
social insurance card within
approximately two weeks of
submitting a properly
documented application form
to the Unemployment In
surance Commission.
Application forms for social

Insurance numbers can be
obtained at Post Offices
Unemployment Insurance
Offices, Canada Manpower
Centres or District Taxation
Offices. Individuals must
?"PPy a biru certificate or
ptismal certificate as well

as secondary identification
such as a copy of a driver's
licence when making ap
plication for a socii {
surance number.
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light Blue In Review
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n Mar4 ?}'we
th • 1923 K· •au1 iorized the u ' ing George V

y mhe fen ca,"?},"g pre6ce "Roya
the year,reorgani;4,,r Force. Through
1 April 1924, +h "? took place, and on
permanent part 'AF emerged as a

The birth f+,'Pe Canadian military.
been easy; it i{_"/dgling force had not
'se starts to 4," ten years and two
adian govern#,,, " recognition of theent,

,4on. "quad,
These activities continued until the Depres°' , Ju4, PS began to train in a fighter-bomber role. In

During the fiscal year 1932-33, in the need for econ9, an{ ", "943, six RCAF squadrons were formed into 126
drastic reduction was made In the size of the RC! qj Fo,, Wings of 83 Group in the RAF 2nd Tactical Air
Almost one-fifth of the service had to be released and" Can,,' additional squadrons brought over from
pilot training was halted.' 4ne >ern,""med 84 Group. The Wings concentrated on

Although reducing the overall size of the RCAf l Po, transport and by D-Day, 6 June, 1944, the
government allowed more emphasis to be pla",-. '@,"Tent of war material on French roads became
operational training. The new station at Trento,,,t ',"}??'Y hazardous.
tario, was opened; a signals section was beguni "hg mo,,,,' he securing of the beachheads, the 2TAF Wings
fighter and army co-operation flights were formed,J,, thj z_"eir aircraft and baggage to Normandy fields
a flying boat unit started at Jericho Beach nea { alrf,"adian Army Engineers hurriedly coverted to
couver. These three small flying units, using a tot%' ,4 to,,"""> using graders and steel matting. _From these
aircraft, began service flying for Ih RCiF using " m','{S strips, ih RCAF waded into the German war
training methods set up by the'Ry AirForce, as the&',""" ' the end of ostilities, the Wings had chased

As the Depression fade, ore and more moneY"j op,_;'mnans across Europe until at the end, they were

C allowed the RCAF for exp si n. New bases we ope,fled lhe ting off bases wilhin Get-many. The final score for

Oncept• and old ones expande pon. By 1938, the force :n pi)ot ~nadian fighter-bomber showed the skill of thepl} grown to a point ihat western Air command had P, i? over eoo German alrcraft, destroyed, more than
The first militart; formed and two others, Eastern Air CommandatHall", i["motives, freight cars, tanks, vehicles, and river

formed in Septen' 'Ying organization in Canada was and Air Training Comrand at Trenton had "; ";The Canadians hadalso, "written the book" on
Corps. At the urai4,,"?',"?4 as the Canadian Aviation authorized. Further exp sin plans were_annov", {Pe_suport ot around troops.
of money was spen+ 4"YU- Sam Hughes, a small amount but by the Declaratlon of War against German}, F. "eRCAF squadron servedwith the RAF Desert Air
biplane from th ,,"9 Purchase a used Burgess-Dunne September of 1939, the program was far from comple" j,,"_f/er taking part in the defence of England
members wh," 'ited States. It, along with the three The RCAF had changed greatly since 1932, howev%' 4,"9' part of 1942, 417 ''City of Windsor'' squadron was
Britain with i# ["Se_vp the Aviation Corps, sailed tor It had grown to over 4600 officers and airmen [ ""}j {{"}?red and _ttew_agairist the _Axis in the North
month. The , "St Canadian Contingent the following Permanent, and another 1,000.in the Auxiliary. TR", 4."P desert. With the defeat of the Germans in the
craftwas dam ps faded from exlstance when the air- were eight RCAF squadron ; o Genernl ,Pucpose, one thee~, 417_.b.ecame a fighi,er-bomber unit and supporled
One of th -,"?Sd and left to rot on the Salisbury Plain. Fighter, one Bomber, one' Torpedo-bomber, and P?"" -anadian troops in their drive _through Italy.
cident an4 4""?"!a Pilots was killed in _a training ac- Army co-operation. Three more hadbeen authorized,"", ."S well as Day Fighter, the RCAF also provided
to other a,er two members of the Corps returned hadn't been formed. The Auxiliary cons!st9_9' ,"Squadronsfor the ihen-experimental Night-Fighter

ies. squadrons; tour Fighter. four Bomber, two Ar%! 4;hey wereequipped first with Defiant, then with
Toward the end of 1917, the Canadian government operation and two Cast Artillery Co.operation,ofbi" ,"?F·tittedBeautightr and finally Mosquito aircraft.

recognized the fact that many of the aircrew with the five were still in an early stage of organization._,{{{', "e attacks onEngland tapered oft, the squadrons
Ff·B8F and the RNAS were 'Canadians and authorized In aircratt, the RCAF wasn't in goodshape at a" ~SP" Intruder issions over enemy airfields. 1n 1944,

e formation of two separate and all-Canadian Orders had been placed with manufacturers tor oven ,"(09, and {10ere joined by 418 to patrol the night
squadrons. By the time that the squadrons, a Wing three hundred, but by September 1939, very few of these tes against the '.1 ''Buzz-bomb''. The Canadian
headquarters and supporting units were set up, the had been delivered. A totalf 270 aircraft were being POved adaptable to th tasks, racking up an enviable
conflict had come to an end. The Canadian Air Force operated, of 23 different, 'pes. Less than half of these @cord of enemy aircraft and flying bombs.
remained in training in England for eight months after were operational typs, the remainder being trainers. The job ofCoastal Command was to operate against
the signing of the peace in the hope that it would be Most were obsolete. Only 37 aircraft were first.line enemy warships and merchant shipping. The RAF
returned to Canada as the beginning of an expanded machines and only a handful of this last groupwe° ?Vadrons in this role were joined at one time or another
force. However, in mid 1919, it was disbanded and all the Hawker Hurric es:"' ~1/,,.. Y seven tAF units. As well as attacking whenever
personnel returned to Canada and released from Possible, the squadrons also carried out photo-recce, air-
military service. .,« ·: Sea rescue, and meteorological flights. )ne of these, 413,

Approximately 22,000 Canadians served with the Wa-r -ve~rs mo_ved from the SheOa,nd Islands to Ceylon in 1942 to
Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal Flying Corps- f /T .z {(dll] patrol the Indian Ocean. It was while on an anti-
Royal Air Force between 1914 and 1918, with 2/3rds of f' SUbmarine patrol from lceland in 1944 as a member of
them being aircrew. Even more wereunder Ir; iningin..•With the Declarationof War, the first of what was to l

62 (Coastal) Squadron, that Flight Lieutenant D.E. Thereisasayingthat whatever goes up must come
England and Canada when hpsflliilgs ceased:- Ganadlan-bea':,me ousand~ of Ca"na"dian airmen and _airwomen ~ornell sank a German U,Bo,at. During-the attack, his do~m, antf'so It w..as"!hat In the early sixties, the axe fell
airmen won over 800 decoratlons andawards for theircrossedthe Atlantic to fightalongside or with the Royal -anso was badly damaged by the defensive fire ofthe again,on-the RCAF. Changing technology, rising costs,
heroic efforts, including three VictoriaCrosses. 'heAirForce.By1945, over a quarter ofamillion Canadians Boat andcrasheo. In the endeavour to savehiscrev and a change in government thinking saw the RCAF
highest scoring RAF pilot was a Canadian, Lt.Col. servedwith th RCAI an lmost as manyagain served from the icy Atlantic Ocean, Flt. Lt. Hornell died.For reduced once more.
William ''Billy'' Bishop, (VC, DSO and Bar,MC, DFC) thth« RAE.. / this action, he was 1warded the RCAF's first Victoria--The Auxiliary squadrons were reduced to a total of
who downed 72 German aircraft. The public alsothrilled""The RCAF as tasked itht re¢ main jobs and Cross of WWI - -sixandsaw their fighters replaced with light transport
to the exploits of other Canadians; Collishaw (60), r red worthy of themal e largoforcevtas engaged Royal Canadian ir Force squadrons also flew-v aircraft. The Regular Force did not escape the cut-backs
Maclaren (54), Barker (50), McCall (34), and Claxton inthe various theatres ot waroverseas, second was the RAF Transport Command. Immediately after for. either. The Interceptor squadrons dropped from nine to
(31). By the end of the war, one in every four Royal Air maintained in Canada as.theRCAF HomeSquadrons; mation, 437 saw action towing gliders luring the attack five to finally, three by 1964. At the same time, the Sabre
Force officers was from Canada, and better than 1-10th and the third and perhaps themost important was in the at Arnhem an carriedout its role through the British squadrons in Europe were reduced with two of the Wings
of all of the destroyed German aircraft had been downed field of air and groundcrew training. Isles and the Continent. Its' sister squadrons,435 and 436 being closed entirely. The remaining squadrons changed
by Canadians. In late 1939, representatives fror England, carried out the same task, but under different skies. their operational role and were re-equipped with the

The Canadian Air Force had been disbandec In Australia, New Zealand and Canada met in Ottawa and: They flew in support of the British Fourteenth Army in supersonic CF-I04 Starfighter. To the disappointment of
England in 1919, but in February of 1920, it was signed mn agreement which resulted in the British, India and Burma. These two were the last RCAF th RCAF, the Avro CF-105 Arrow was cancelled by the
reorganized again in Canada under the control Sf the Commonwealth Air Training Plan. In effect, Canada was squadrons to see action in W.W.I, remaining on duty government. In its place, two squadrons of Bomarc
civilian Air Board. Initially the CAF had the provisional to become a giant training base. Th monentous task Mil the Japanese surrender in uqust 1945. surface-to-air missiles were activated and the In-
establishment of just over 5000 men, al_l on ve.ry short bega_n ,I mediately to se up, the base and facilltl~s __ ~ LI / fe~cf.ptor squadrons Issued with overhauled ex-USAF
periods of service; little more than a flying mll1tla f Is. required. ""'- w· h n Voddoos.
doubtful it the CAF would have even been retormedi <ail Sites wer chosen for the new airfields; runways, 'f} l[2{u]{22 Aii these changes did title to lower the_morale or
if it had not been for an Imperial gift of over 5 millir hangars,barracks, and other buildings erected; supplies r professional outlook of the personnel of the RCAF. There
dollars worth of aircraft and equipment, including the ranging from aircraft to toilet paper purchased and had been tough times beforeand they had passed. There
airfield and facilities built at Camp Borden, On: rio, stockpiled, Things progressed so quickly that the initial With the coming of peace in 1945, the RCAF, Ike were still [obs to be done and done well: in support of
given to Canada by a grateful England in 1919. ' schoolsopened in April of 1940. At the height of itany other military forces in the world, cu back. Eight Unlted Nations Peacekeeping efforts, in Air Defence, in

The civilian Air Board was reorganized in April of operation, the BCATP included 97 schools and 184 at squadrons from 6 Group were returned to Canada to Maritime patrolling, and in ''maintaining Canada's
1920, and the Canadian Air Force became a separate tached units. The finaloutput of the Plan included almost retrain and re-equip as 'Tiger Force'', This force was to sovereignty in the Arctic", Then in 1964, in the White
entity, with the first Air Officer Commanding being dr 50,000 pilots, 1,500 Wireless Operator-Air Gunners, and operate in the Pacific against the Japanese but the Paper on Defence put out by the then-Minister of
Commodore A.K. Tylee. Immediately work began to get 15,900 Navigators. dropping of the atomic bombs precluded its use and it National Defence, Paul Hellier, came the fatal blow. In a
the force on a concrete footing and bases were At the same time as the BCATP schools were turning was disbanded. Post-war in Europe, the RCAF operatesingle word, UNIFICATION!
established at Dartmouth, N.S., Roberval, P.Q., Rock- out aircrew, the expanded RCAF Technical Training a disarmament Wing, a Fighter Wing of four squadrons, The next three years saw much discontent
cliffe, Ont., Victoria Beach, Man., High River (Morley), Schoolswere providing airmen with the technical skills and four bomber squadrons were used in conjunction throughout the Canadian military as the various changes
Alta., and Jericho Beach, B.C. As well, Camp Borden to keep the new squadrons, airborne. Riggers, fitters, with thethree Transport squadrons to ferry troops back, were undertaken. Finally, with much sadness, on the 21st
was taken over from the Dept. of Militia and Defence. By parachute packers, medical assistants, clerks, supplylo England from Italy. Another bomber squadron was of January, 1968, the Royal Canadian Air Force ceased to
the end of 1920, refresher training had been carried out techs; all ad to be trainedfrom scratch and then sent to India for thesame duty. exist.
for 86 officers and l airmen at Camp Borden. shipped out to the squadrons, • 'During 1939. 1945, Canada not only rovided the That was almost ten years ago. Since then, Ministers

As well as those technicians required for the RCAF training for many of the RAF alrcrew, but Canadians of National Defence have come and gone. With them
squadrons and flying training schools, Canada trained made up approximately 60 per cent of the RAF flying different views have prevailed in planning. After much
personnel joinedtheir counterparts on RAF units. One personnel. This was in addition tomanningthe Home and work behind the scenes, an Air Command was formed. It
trade exemplifies this; approximately 6000 CanadiansOversea: squadrons of the RCAF, The small, 'military is hoped by many ''ancient warriors' wearing the Air
served as Radar Technicians with theRAF overseas. flying club'' of the 1930's had grown into a well-trained Command eagle that it is just the first step to the
Even though the RCAF had no Radar units outside of and well-equipped giant, All this was not done without a reforming of the Royal Canadian Air Force.
Canada, many RAF units were almost entirely staffed toll, however. The Honour Roll of the RCAF contains the
with Canadians. names of over 17,000 who gave their lives for freedom.

In the defence of Canada, the RCAF Home With the end of the Second World War, the 'giant''
Squadrons were maintained along the Atlantic and as shrunk again. When returned to a peace-time basis,
Pacific coasts. Eastern Air Command operated from the RCAF had been reduced to a few transport squadrons
bases sited from Labrador through the Maritimes. and a few special flights, personnel strength had dropped
Western Air Command flew out of airfields from Alaska from over a quarter ofa million to less than 13,000.
to the southern tip of Vancouver Island. On both coasts, The coming of peace brought a new thinking. The
weather conditions ranged from uncertain at times to RCAF Regular was to consist of a small, well-trained
outright impossible at others. Combined with the force, to be backed by a working Auxiliary. Flying
weather were isolation, boredom and the endless hours of Vampire jets and Mustang prop fighters, the eight
patrols over the trackless oceans. The RCAF Home uxiliary squadrons became the mainstay of Canadian
Squadrons totalled 40 operational units in the protection air defence until the formation of the first Regular Force
of Canada's coast. interceptor squadron in late 1948. A second was formed a

Over the Atlantic, the aircraft and fliers of the Year later. The new Maritime Air Command got started
Eastern Air Command were credited with sinking six n 1950at Greenwood, N.S., when 405 took delivery of its
German submarines and heavily damaging three more.
PP?""e quieter Pacific coast Western Ai command sen'
,{",'9hter and a Bomber-Reconnaissance squadrons to

aska to assist the American forces against the;%%2e in me Aleoirans. iii ine mi'f 1a, ine
tern.,"Pated alongside the USAAF in what has bee
~.' 'the world's worst flying weather'' On one

"7'5Son, an RCAF P.40 Kittyhawk pilot downed a
"9Panese Zero, the only enemy aircraft credited to @
ome squadron during the war.

n,4';;""gsmoons after the start ot the war, the
to fig#4,,"an squadron was moved across the Atlanti
RAE Oongside the RAF. To prevent confusion with the
i"}?"rons, the RCAF agreed to adopt ihe 400.-44°
tly in ,]}?dron numbers. Thus the first 'RcAF unit t9
Sauadr,,"""" o (AC). Squadron became 4oo, and 1 F!
became 4"ame 401. After a period of training, 40l
'Bate ";_"st Canadian squadron to fight i the
enemy alrc r'faln ' and In eight weeks shot down 31
return, ,'' while seriously damaging 43 others. I
eisis'sci,2,",",g" ten hurricanes, wii ;
These were ++",}"",ten others wounded or injure'
were not to e 4#,'s first combat casualties.' The'

Ca as.
nadian squadr f al

control of the RNi , {[,,2 'ew under the operaio%,
of Operation pg, "al Commands and in every Theatf
a-fin oviii?";"Jere were «@ RcAF squadron»"
Fighter-Reconnaj."""da; 15 Bomber, 14 Day FIghte'·,
Coastal, 3 Tran,]", 4 Night-Fighter-intruder

The largest, '· and 3 Army Co-operation.
ty to@ether ""9Ye formation ot Rcir squadron "%
Squadrons flew 4 ' Bomber Command where '
monins of op±.""?""" as No. 6 Group.porno in&ir?%
up over 270,000 f,,"PPlete Group, the Canadians pil"
No. 6 c a? ,P"2on better 1hon «o.coo soi!!f;;;
greatest loss ot hung,,"]""r Command suffered '
10,000 Canadians di4 'ves of any Command. Ne@!
always dangerous, iin; result _of the long. dark, %,'
s the Luffwat4, IS over German-held territo"

and the RCra!Jacks on ritatn eased, n»Rf,
raids on enemy far4,"uses' and ''rhubarbs''. (a°
After the raid on pj""S by fighter and light bombe?

Ppe in August 1942, the RCAr (ante

first modified Lancaster X's. However, until the out
break of the Korean war, the majority of RCAF Regular
Force flying was in transport, aerial photography-sur
vey, search and rescue, aircraft ferry operations, and
aviation research.

By the early 1950's, the RCAF had started to receive
new aircraft to replace the war-time designs still In use.
Transport Command squadrons were outfitted with C-119
Boxcar and the 4-engined Canadair North Star. Air
Defence Command got started both on the ground and in
the air. In conjunction with the USAF, lines of early
warning radar units were built across northern Canada.
Specifications accepted by A.V. Roe of Canada· resulted
in the twin-engined, all-weather interceptor, the CF.100
''Canuck''.

'Cold War'
The ''Cold War'' brought another surge of interest in

the Canadian forces. The RCAF was allowed to grow
again. Twelve squadrons of jet fighters were raised and
transferred to European airfields as a major part of
Canada's NATO commitment. The first two squadrons of
Canadair-built F.86 Sabres were moved to the United
Kingdom aboard the Royal Canadian Navy aircraft
carrier, HMCS Magnificent. The remainder were flown
across the Atlantic in mass ferry flights. Also sent over
were four squadrons of CF1O interceptors. The years of
the Canadian Air Division in Europe, when the Sabres
ruled the skies, were perhaps the 'golden days' of the
post-war RCAF.

Back in Canada, a scheme to train NATO aircrew,
much like the old British Commonwealth Air Training
Plan was started. Old BCATP bases across the Canadian
prairies were refurbished and reopened. Under NATO
agreement, men from Britain, Netherlands, Belgium,
Norway, Denmark, Greece, France, Portugal, Italy,
Turkey and West Germany travelled to Canada and
returned as fully-trained aircrew to their own Air For
ces. This training scheme is still in effect today, with
young pilots from the Netherlands undergoing flight
training.

'Axe Falls'

Birth
A Department of National Defence was formed in

1922.1923, and the Canadian Air Force came under its
control. A manning ceiling of 69 officers and 238 airmen
was set temporarily and the work of evolving the CAF
into a permanent force got underway. In March 1923,
King George V granted approval for use of the preface
'Royal'' to the Canadian Air Force, and with the
publishing of the new King's Regulations and Orders on
the 1st of April 1924, the Royal Canadian Air Force
became effective.

Growing Years
The early years were not easy ones for the new

RCAF. Its' main role was clvlllan flying, and all Its
aircraft, bases and training were used to this end. The
aircraft flown by the RCAF wore civilian registration
letters until almost 1930. Today, this type of flying has
been titled, 'in aid of civil power'.

The flying done during the 1920s was varied and due
to its newness, often hazardous. The RCAF photographed
vast areas of the then-uncharted Canadian wilderness; it
flew fisheries patrols; carried officials Into remote
settlements to deliver Treaty Money to Indian tribes;
pioneered forestry spraying and fire detection flying;
provided anti-smuggling flights; and in October 1925, in
response to an urgent appeal for anti-toxin serum from
Norway House in northern Manitoba, flew the first of an
untotalled number of Mercy Flights.

In 1927-1928, the RCAF provided aircraft and per
sonnel to the Department of Marine and Fisheries to
assist the Hudson Strait Expedition. The aim of the
Expedition was to gather information on the length of the
shipping season through the Hudson Strait, and also the
feasibility of aircraft operation in the Arctic and as an
aid to shipping.

In twelve months of flying, through a complete
Arctic winter, the 6 officers and 12 airmen of the RCAF
VigChment challenged the North using the unrefined
raft of the day and without proper maintenance
failities or navigation aids. Due to the skill and
ingenuity of the pilots and groundcrew, these activities
9 Y ~4errupted by a mechanical failure. Thiswere never n et dth htradition, of technical skill has continue roughout the

history of the RCAF. 4 ir services were again re.In 1927 the Governmen' a
i d 'Th RCAF retained the bases at Vancouver

organizeu. d Camp Borden, as well as a Stores
(Jericho Beach), a' +tons Flight at Ottawa, but turned
Depot and Communica'j iis to civil authority. The
over all other stations @"; ,,a continued to be carried
amount and varied types"°','iange-over was more on
out by RCAF personnel as e
paper than anything else· Bases, military flying in

wnm me ioss o',,%?", +riio at cam '6orden
Canada was restricted 'pie effort made to make the
and Vancouver. Ther%4nce force, such as the RAF
RCAF into any kind of a
was stressing at the time.
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Sports Beat
., Glacier Greens Golf News

CALLING ALL JUNIOR
MEMBERS. Glacier Greens
will host an Inter-Club
Tournament on Saturday,
April 9th. There will be three
groups, - 18 years and under, -
16 years and under and 14
years and under. This event
will be open to both boys and
girls. See entry form at the
Clubhouse or phone Gerry
McCloughlin at 339-4609 or
Base Local 445.

see±.%%%..EE;±,#%±±
eve on the roceedings are Sunday's fourball tournament winners -
k#a e&rd, Glen aslake, Lilian whitehead and David Webber.

Bob Stevens and Clare Rath
bun. Norm Keyes sank the
most putts.
President Norm Richardson

thanked those present and
announced that, probably,
next month Friday evenings
we will be having beer and
hamburg nights. These will be
2 ball foursomes followed by
the goodies.
Winners of the big Mem

bership Draw were: Mem
bership, J.S. Heaston, CB
Radio, Irene Perry, $15.00
Susanne Siddons.
Don't forget the Early Bird

Tournament coming up. Open
to male, female and junior
members. Ladies Day is now
in session. Tuesday mornings
at 8:45 a.m. prompt so that we
can be awav at 9. All lady
members are cordially in
vited.

Our first social event of the
year was enjoyed by ap
proximately 55 people who
turned out lo sample wines
and cheeses. Taped music
was provided in the
background, the two club
captains spent the afternoon
setting up an attractive table
and the general concencus
was "let's have more". Later
in the year another will be
planned both for those who

enjoyed this one and for those
who weren't able to attend.
Sunday at noon on what

turned out to be a very
blustery afternoon 53 golfers
arrived for the first 4 ball of
the year. Coming in with 34
were David Webber, Lilian
Whitehead, Mona Ledgard,
Ron Ledgard and Glen
Caslake. 2. Larry Cote, Kay
Banks, Ann Cote and Frank
Fischer. 3. Mick Stollerchuk,
Wynn Naven, Pat Verchere
and Ron Verchere. 4. Jim
Brown, Ev Robertson, Tom
Earl and Bill Robertson. 5.
Ron Burnell, Janet Gunstone,
Don Gunstone and Don
McMillan. 6. Don Burgess,
Joyce Geneau, Yvonne
Geneau, and Rick Siddons. 7.
John Gailey, Audry Haughn,
J.C. Passant and Roy Naven.
Most Honest Golfers were
Stan Hodgson, Joan Stevens,. .

inter-Section News
INTER-SECTION HOCKEY.
The "A'' League Inter

Section Hockey League has
come to an end for another
season.
The League which was

comprised of teams
representing 407 Sqn., 409
Sqn., 442 Sqn., and the
Military Police played a total
of 40 games.
First place was won by 407

Sqn. and the semi-finals were
matched as follows:

407 defeated the MP's, 442
defeated 409.
In the finals, 407 Sqn. won

the first game 3-0 and took the
second and final of the two out
of three game series 54.
The Red Staff would like to

thank all competitors in both
the A and B League for par
ticipating and a special thank
you to Capt. Ted Turner and
his officials for assisting in the
program.
For those of you that have

equipment still out on loan,
please return it as soon as
possible to the Rec Centre.

AII Ex-Totem players are
also asked to do the same as
we are preparing to take
inventory and some equip
ment will require repairs.
SWIMMING POOL.

Hey! The swimming pool is
once again open for casual
swimming.
Sessions are controlled by a

Lifeguard daily Monday to
Friday inclusive from 1130 to
1300.
INTER-SECTION VOLLE
YBALL.
There will be an Inter

Section Volleyball Day 15 Apr.
77. •

All teams that participated

in the Inter-Section League
are eligible to enter.
For more information,

contact the Rec Centre • at
local 315. ,
INTER-SECTION SOCCER.

An Inter-Section "6 a side"
indoor Soccer league is being
formed.
At present there are a

-
Is.c-l
Te CF National Hoc} (championships were held at CFB

Shilo last week. "Y
The tournament comn,ced on Tuesday as all teams (6)

were grven some practice time.
The opening game was jetd at 1000 on Tuesday and the two

teams involved with ChIjj,ck and Ottawa.
There was a total rk4 (15) games played and times

were 1000-1400 and 1900djjy for five days.
Ottawa representing oz4rlo, were the eventual winners by

compiling a S vins and 01; record. 'The surprise team of the
tournament was Chilliwacp +ho, after their opening game loss
to Ottawawon their nextfn games to take 2nd place.

The team scores were 4a follows:
Ontario (Ottawa) g vsPac Region (Chilliwack) 2
Atlantic (Halifax) G vs.Europe 2
Quebec (Montreal) g vs.Prairies (Shilo) 2

Pacific 6 vs. Europe 3
Ontario 5 vs. Prairie 4
Atlantic 9 vs. Quebec 1

Atlantic 4 vs. Prairie 0
Pacific, 11 vs. Quebec 3
Ontario 5 vs. Europe 2

Europe 11 vs. Quebec 3
Ontario 7 vs. Atlantic 6 (overtime)
Pacific 6 vs. Prairie 3

Ontario 6 vs. Quebec 3
Europe 7 vs. Prairie 1
Pacific 3 vs. Atlantic 2

FINAL STANDINGS:
TEAM WON LOST PTS.

Ontario (Ottawa) 5 0 10
Pacific (Chilliwack) 4 1 8
Atlantic (Halifax) 3 2 6
Europe 2 3 4
Quebec (Montreal) 1 4 2
Prairie (Shilo) 0 5 0

Leading Scorer was Wayne Mitchell of Ottawa.

number of players, but more
are urgently required.
All Sections interested in

participating are asked to
contact the Rec Centre by 6
Apr. 77.
The League will commence

12 Apr. with games being
played every Tuesday and
Thursday at 1600.

Softball Clinic

Comox

Subject course will be conducted from 0800 hrs. 14
Apr. to 1500 hrs. 15 Apr. 77 at CFB Esquimalt.

Written certification exam will be held 1300 hrs. 15
Apr. Cost will be five dollars for candidates wishing to
write exam.

Personnel interested in attending are to contact the
Rec. Centre at local 315 soonest.

Ifyou spend your spare time
getting a spare tire,
maybe it's time

you got rolling on your
fitness program.

WELCOME TO...
Junior Ranls

CHESS TOURNAMENT
Monday, April 4
A+ TOTEM LOUNGE

6:30 p.m.

SERVICEMEN'S
% AUTOMOBILE CLUB

Here To help You Save
kt

BEFORE YOU BUY A 1977 CAR OR TRUCK
CHECK Price Catalogue With

W.0. KEN BANKS - CFB Comox Rep.
BLDG. 18 - 339-2211 Local 474
Call For An Appointment

No Telephone Pricing Permitted
000@0¢\0A\A\¢\000\000\00$?

OFFICIALS:
Sgt. Roy Bowe Gander Ref-in-Chief
OCDave Ogilvie...................................Greenwood
Capt. Gord Kruger Comox
WOEarl Thompson Comox
Sgt. Mike Lucas Ottawa
Sgt. Ken Sabad Pettawawa
WO BobMcC-Ollom Calgary
Sgt. Randy Bonds , Europe
WO Leach Forrester Shilo

- Y'at
PARENTS:
YHS BANQUET-22 APR.T.
1900-2100 HRS.
Some parents assumed the

entire family was invited for
$2.00. There is no way that the
YBC Banquet Fund could
bear such an expense. YBC
Banquet invitations are open
to all YBC bowlers and in
structors at $1.00 per child, or
if there is more than 1 child
bowling per family,' the
maximum cost will be $2.00.
YBC BOWLERS ONLY.

1977 YOUTH
DEVELOPMENTCAMP

5 PIN BOWLING
July 10th-16-th-1977

This years' program of the
B.C. Federation of School
Athletic Associations is in
cluding 5 Pin.Bowling.
The camp is held in Van

couver with accommodations
at Jericho Hill School and
Bowling Instructions al
Chapmans Lanes.
Enrolment is open to 100

boys and girls age 14 or 15
years. This is calculated from
each of the 20 School Districts
being allowed to send 5
students. School Districts that
do not request their 5 spots
will allot the balance to oiher
areas so that the 100 total is
attained.
The purpose of the cam; is

to develop the ski,
Bowling as a participant and
organizer. Students attending
are exposed to instructions
certified owling isii,"?
on every day of the ,
program. mnp
Total cost for the stud

selected to attend thisJ$"Y'
$25.00. This includes { "PS
accommodation, m"""el,
bowling. " and

. How to Enroll
secondary schi a{ry
been forwarded tu"" has
mation and NG,,,,"for
Fors tor the c,,,""lion

p. THe

WEEK-END SPECIAL
2 Nights for 2 For Only $32

Relax and on[oy 2 groat nlghl
• 's at

BEST WESTERN THE INTOWN
53 Dene4in strot, ietria, .c. lRlN

388-gg
GOOD FOR ANY 2 NIGHTS_
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY

INCLUDES:
LUXURIOUS BED SITTING ROOM

COLOR TV
FREE CONTINENTAL BREAKFASrs

Just off Douglas at Burnside R d
Term right st thg enzs7la, _,"d

Ju're hem)

students interested should
indicate to their Head P.E.
Instructor or Principal, that
they wish to be considered. It
is up to each School to submit
their student nominies to their
School District. The School
District then selects the 5
candidates for the camp.
For Your Information - The

1977 Camp Program is as
follows:
July 3rd - 9th. Track and

Field. (Boys and Girls).
July 10th - 16th. 5 Pin

Bowling (Boys and Girls).
July 17th - 23rd. Basketball

(Boys Only).
July 24th - 30th. Wrestling.

POSTED
Call Collect or write
for information on:

TOM PQOCTE
RCAF/CAF

Retired

o lomes
o lots
o Acreages
e CANADA
WIDE FIND
A HOME
SERVICE

• Your Listings Solicited
fr courtesy and prompt action call

TOM PROCTER

HAMAIMO REALTY (cautemn
0!fie Residence
334-3124 339-2660

•. e%e%• Ea#2l 3!Cen "
"Up Earl's Aley"

+. 126personnel representing theNow that the hockey with all of us officials havin {{tons of the Forces.
leagues have nearly all been escaped, still blind, mind yo» ,{ turnament was well
completed it is now time for but with our bodies in one a and believe me, Shilo
all it us toget down to some piece. Te Orticials and their """;".,~ great place to host this
serious thinking about the 'aliases" were - Earl 'The w,, ell, maybe nt'oo
summer sports. Pearl": Thompson; Gord af%f de player,hf
The golf course is in full "Ouch" Kruger; Butts "Eyes , ~re for the Coaches as

swing and the weatherman Right" Forrester; Bob "Your "k,as nn. Therefore
has been really co-operating Turn" MCollom; Ray "";{{ the old expression
with all avid "Turf'' "Screech" Bowe; Mike "Cool m? 't bed and early to rise
removers. The membership Hand" Lucas; Dave 'Earl!' , man healthy,
drive is moving along rather "Axeman" Ogilvie; Randy Ok;;, a. less hung
well and it is hoped that our "James'' Bond; and Ken weal_y, ana...· •
objective will be reached by "Roadrunner" Sabad. ""; next year the
the 1 May deadline. aye ~bl'to. 1ak it
The CF National Volleyball There was a total of six Totems will be at le' ma e1

Championships are being held teams which meant a total of there.
in Europe this year and two of
our Base personnel have been It was a reat moment
selected to join the Pac in sports in 1973 when
Region Champions, Gordie Howe made his
Esquimalt, in the tournament. comeback as a member
Capt. Hummel and Cpl. of the Houston ice-hock-
Descurtins were selected ey team. During his illus-
from the Comox team and trious 25-year career with
should be an asset to the the Detroit Red Wings he
Esquimalt team. scored more goals (786),

more assists (1,023) and
The National Hockey more total points (1,809)

League is wrapping up than anyone else.
another successful seas0'rrrrrg
and it should be made public
within the next week or so just
what players will be selected
to represent Canada at the
World Hockey Cham
pion.ships. Players will be
selected from those teams
that did not make the play
offs. The New York Rangers
will definitely place a number
of players on the team and the
most likely selection will be
Phil Esposito.
Jim Ursel is doing well in the

Air Canada Silver Broom
competition and, is picked by
the experts to capture this
years edition of the Annual
Curling classic. After having
predicted that our Broomball
team should do well at the
Nationals I have decided to
quit acting the part of the duty
prophet.
The CF Nationals are now

history. It was a great week

a

(Boys Only).
Balance of the' funds

required to cover the ex
penses of these camps is from
the proceeds of the lottery
that is run by the B.C.
Federation of Secondary
School Athletic Association.
Assistance is also being

provided by the Bowlers
Association of B.C.

We would ask that all
Y.B.C. Programme Directors
inform your 14 and 15 year old
bowlers of the Camp and
suggest ifthey are interested
they notify their school im
mediately. The deadline is
March 31st.

RE
TRI

VIA CAR

U

AND TRAILER
OR CAMPER-

IS EQUIPPED
WITH AN
AUTOMATIC
TRANS.

YOU NEED
EXTRA

COOLING

DROP INTO

370 Puntledge, Courtenay

GA

DAVE'S TRANSMISSION REPAIR
Ph. 334-2917

TheFirstCanadianBank

Bankof Montreal
585 England Ave.,

Courtenay, B.C. 334-3181

TRUCK? IF
YOUR VEHICLE

CENTRAL MEATS
491 FIFTH STREET, COURTENAY, B.C.

Prices effective
Morch 23 -April 2.

STEW (Short-Ribs) ......···...·..... 79° 1.
REG. GROUND BEEF................ 69° IL.
LEAN GROUND BEEF 1.09 IL.
A1 WHOLE ROUND STEAK .....1.59 1L.
A 1 RIB STEAK .... · · .... · · · · .. , .... 1.79 lb.
1 CHUCK STEAK.................. 79° IL.
A 1 CROSS RIB ROAST· 1. 19 lb.
1 PRIME RIB ROAST (rs s RI.). 1.69 IL.
A1 BARON BEEF ROAST 1.69 IL.

(70 lb. limit on above items)

JUBILEE BACON 1'+.................. 991L.
3 PKGS. PER CUSTOMER

Centraleats Home Cured Double Smoked Hams -
Book Now, Supply Limited.

} GRADE "A" FRESH TURKEYS

PHONE 334-4921

HOME FREEZER
BEEF SALE

ALBERTA_GRAIN FED A1 BEEF
SIDES - 25 0NY
ems Wei so-z........ .g5 i

.75
FRONTS
Average Weight 130 - 140 . ......
HINDS
Averse wit 13o -1o..... 1.19
£1_RANGE FED BEEF
SIDES ONLY
Averse web 20 -2...... 79
SIDES OF PORN
Averse weir no-so.........99
FIRST_COME_FIRST SERVED
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- Fight Plaque

The following article Is one
of a series being presented by
Totem Times in co-operation
with the Dental Detachment.

The preceding article
described how tooth decay
may develop when bacteria
are trapped against the teeth
in a sticky deposit called
bacterial plaque. Some of the
bacteria produce acid when
they feed on sugar from the
food people eat, and the acid

attacks the tooth enamel and
dentin. If the plaque is
removed, decay will not
develop (except in pits and
fissures on the chewing
surf ces, where bacteria may
also become trapped).
Since bacterial plaque is

sticky, it cannot simply be
rinsed off with water or a
mouthwash. It must be
scrubbed and rubbed off.
Thorough toothbrushing

will get rid of much of the

minutes - but it is time we]
spent. Since it takes the
plaque 24 hours to refom
after its removal, this needs to
be done only once a day. If you
want to brush your teeth aft
each meal to move food
debris, fine, but be sure yon
have one session each day
when you use floss as wel]
Usually, bacterial plaque ts

invisible. To (ind out whether
you have removed it, you can
use a dye that will stain the
plaque but not the teeth.
disclosing tablet of harmless
dye is dissolved in the mouth
and the mouth is rinsed ij
water. The stained areas on
the teeth are deposits of
plaque.
To learn proper oral

cleansing, you should use a
disclosing tablet regularly
after you have brushed your
teeth and used dental floss
Once you have mastered the
job, you can use a tablet once
in a while as a check to see
whether the plaque has been
removed. Disclosing tablets
can be purchased at your drug
store.
When choosing a toothbrush

for your cleaning program
keep three things in mind. (1)
It should have soft bristles.
They remove plaque as well
as stiff ones without the
danger of abrading tooth
structure in the process. (2)
The bristles should have
rounded tips. This also avoids

plaque. Unfortunately, injury to the gums. (3) The
though, brushing alone will head of the toothbrush should
never remove all bacterial be small enough to allow you
deposits, no matter how well to reach all parts of your
you brush or how often you mouth easily.
brush. Most dental decay Any toothpaste will help
occurs between the teeth, remove plaque, but the
where the toothbrush will fluoride toothpastes help
never reach. The plaque strengthen the teeth as well.
causing this decay must be Beware of the toothpaste that
removed by proper use of "whitens" your teeth. It Is
dental floss. It may take some probably removing a lot of
time to adequately cleanse the your tooth right along with the
mouth -- as much as 10 plaque.

- Future Okay -
OTTAWA (CFP) --Are third

world nations going to pose a
military threat while in-

• dustrial countries falter? WIII
small, portable, mass
distributed arms take over
where big weaponry left off?
Could the armed forces of the
developed world be left
without employers as nation
states break up?
These were some of the

issues raised by American
futurist Alvin Toffler recently
when he addressed NDHQ
officers in Ottawa.
Speaking "on the role of the

military in a changing
lllSociety,'' the author, Dest

known for his book Future between rich and poor
Shock, and former editor of nations; and a move away
Fortune magazine, said the from the centralization of
military must change power in western countries.
dramatically to survive what Despite an acknowledged
he called "the terminal lack of knowledge about the
crisis" of the industrial world. military, Mr. Toffler told his
Amongst the changes he audience that he believes the

forecasts as we enter the post- armed forces in developed
industrial era are: a greater nations could be faced with a
emphasis on the military's shifting series of threats as
contribution to society and the third world gains power.
less on its fire power; a shift That time, he estimates, Is
away from big weaponry only 20 or 30 years away. And
towards the wide dispersal of the great equalizer will not be
small arms, easy to big weaponry, but small arms
manufacture, move and that will have the same effect
operate; an ensuing, radical as the six guns did in the
change in the power balance frontier west, he said.

- April
Is

Dental
Health
Month
an opportunity for

members of the dental
team to 'go public'. A wide
array of projects are being
planned to help the people
of British Columbia learn
more about good dental
health.
Thousands of leaflets will

be distributed through food
stores; a province-wide
poster contest is underway
through elementary
schools; radio and TV
presentations are being
arranged along with
shopping mall displays and
presentations at libraries,
kindergartens and
playschools.
May we count on your

help, too, to bring DENTAL
HEALTH MONTH to the
attention of the public?
We will be providing you

with news, stories,
photographs of poster
contest winners, and any
other material that
becomes available during
the month of April.

t
All areas of B.C. have

dentists appointed as
chairmen to promote
DENTAL HEALTH
MONTH activities.

If they, or our
office, can be of assistance
to you, please call.

The national theme this
year is:
I'M A BELIEVER . . .

CLEAN TEETH ARE FOR
KEEPS.

- The Way It lWas -

"Leaming How" AETechs Na. 1 TIS, St. Thomas, Ont.

Mon. to Thurs. - 8:15 p.m.
Two Shows Fri. 6 Sat -

7 and 9 p.m.
No Matinee This Saturday

Thurs. to Wed. March 31, April 1, 2, 4,5, 6

fhtiifij I THEJU: MUST FOA[VER DEA$@2/lf1@/ no«sos«cs«no.oat
«uwvn«tut • 1ta«coo (C pos2tu

'Ma #, • tny gory & frightening scenes" ··--··--·

Thurs., Fri., Sat. - April 7, 8, 9
Matin0o Sat.- 2:00 p.m. WALT DISNEY

"THE GNOME-MOBILE" General

Starts Thurs., April 14 Ryan O'Neal
'NICKELODEON'' cera vs. car base

Stardust
Drive.4n Theatre

Fri, Sat., Sn. - Aml 1, 2,3.
"SEX RALLY" a

lo, "DANISH- BLUE" ·--·

Ilia: Bez Rt. t I!z! Er.
NOWOPEN THURSDAYS
Thr:. Fri. St -Apl 7, 8, 9

"NAKED PEACOCK"es "iiFi GFAII Admlzzlons $2.75
AI-NIor Adml±±lons $3.25 SPEC ALL NITER - Sn, Apr. 10
Gees 7so. so coo ».n.1 5IG sowsGT@e

WO's & Sgt's Mess
ENTERTAAININEINT

APRIL 7st - MIXED TGIF
Time 2000 hrs. Games - Sub. Suds - Food TBA.
Dress - casual. Cost, members and wives free -
Honorary and guests $3.00 per couple

APRIL 7:h - TGIT
Sub. Suds - Food TBA.

Monday Night Movies For April
4th - SHAMPOO, Goldie Hawn.
114h - KILLER FORCE, Peter Fonda.

OFFICER'S
mE$$

ENTERTRINmTENT
FRIDAY, APRIL 1st
MESS DINNER to honour the following retiring officers Maj F.C. Weir,
Maj N.E. Winchester, Cap! H.P. Hoffan. Assembly 1900 hrs., Mess Dress
formal for civilian guests. " "

THURSDAY, APRIL7¢h
TGIT'' 1700-1800. Subsidized drinks. 1700 Food, 1800 Jackpot and
bottle draw. Casual dress, flying suits permined 1630...

FRIDAY,APRIL 15
Candlelight Dinner for CDS. Cocktail hour 1900 - 2000. Dinner 2000
Seafood. Dance to "Music Factory' 2100 - O100. Res: by 1500 Wed.,
Apr. 13. Dress Semi-formal (i.e. business suit).
$12.00 Couple. $14.00 Guest Couple.

SUNDAY, APRIL 17th
FAMILY BRUNCH. 1200 - 1300. Lunch Menu, Cosuol Dress. .
Res: by 1500 Thurs., April 14. $1.40 Adults. $1.OO Children under 12.

Apr. 1 - DISCO - Admission 50°.
Apr. 2, 3-"SCREECI "" - Rock & Roll Band.

(Admission $1.00)

Apr. 6 BINGO - 2000 hrs.
Apr. 7 WEEPERS - 1800 - Food 1900 Approx.
Apr. 8,9, 10-"CIOSSROADS" country Rock Band

(Admission $2.00)

Apr. 13 BINGO - 2000 hrs.
Apr. 14- DISCO - Admission

MOVIES
5 Apr. - "SHAMPOO" - Goldie Hawn.
12 Apr. - "KILLER FORCE" - Peter Fonda.

BINGO - Every Wednesday Evening
Doors open 1900 hrs. Bar open for refreshments 1900 - 2300.

For further Informatlon call Entertainment Answering Sorvlco - 339-5212

Gates 7:15 - Shos 8 p.m.

APRIL 1, 2 & 3

Action Triple Bill ' Mature
Goodbye, Bruce Lee

Guerilla Hellcat Wolf Killer

APRIL 8, 9 & 10

The Great Texas Dynamite Chase
Pua The Devil and Leroy Basset

APRIL 10, SUNDAY

SPECIAL EASTER ALLNITER
FIVE SHOWS

APRIL 15, 16 & 17

LIPSTICK toe
ONE IS NOT ENOUGH («stt«a)

APRIL 22, 23 & 24

The Naughty Victorians tu
Single Swingers Only (Retit@)

APRIL 29, 30, MAY 1 & 2 (Frl. - Mon..)

Marathon Man Ptus
Survive! (Restricted)

SUZUKI
This all new TS250 is the closest a Din/
Street Bike can get to an RM Motocross
and still be street legal. Race develop
features include power reed valve engine
new aluminum rim wheels, 5 way adjust
able rear suspension and primary kick
start.

Come in and buy now while prices are low.

TRADES WANTED AND FINANCING
ARRANGED.

HOLIDAY MOTORCYCLE CENTRE
3000-b Comox Rd., Courtenay, .c

(Next 1o Animal Hosp1al) D.00153 Phone 339.sg74



- Firing Away
± Fabric Flammability

i

Each year there are serious and tragic injuries from burns associated with
flammable fabrics. One recent death occurred in Cumberland, where a three year old
child suffered fatal burnswhen his pajamas ignited near a fireplace.

As consumers, we should look for, ask for, and as it becomes available, purchase
flame resistant sleepwear and other garments for all the family, particularly for theelderly, young and the handicapped.

What is the meaning of "Flame Resistant Fabric''? Flame resistant does not mean
flame proof. Flame resistant fabric will burn,however, flame resistant fabric is able to
resist flames better than ordinary fabrics.

By followingthe information on the chart below, it could save your life.e

Clothing Can

Close
Ft

Tight
Weave

Sturdy
Weight

Smooth ,

#

Th@so fabrics glvo you tho best chanco
In a fire.

Think about sale fabrics for children,
the elderly, and anyone who is cooking.
Close-fitting blue jeans are a good
choice for children. Glass, modacrylic,
wool, and fabrics labeled flame
retardant are also preferred.

Launder flame-retardant clothes in
standard detergent. Follow instructions
on the label. m

Danger- theso fabrics bum fast.

Also, avoid untreated thin cotton,
silk, linen,and blends of natural
and synthetic fibers. A

(Scat bcfts.aW"JYof fife! I

» $ When Clothing Burns

If your clothes catch on fire:

DROP AND ROLL
Don't run or stand. Rolling
smothers the flames.
Cool a burn. Use cool water or
compresses.
Cooling retards skin damage.

Every minute of every day,
on the average, a fire occurs
in an American home. Know
ing how to prevent one from
happening in _your house
and what to do if it does
can help keep you and your
family safer. Here's a quiz
to help you test your
knowledge.

1. Oily household rags
should be kept in (a) tightly
covered metal cans (b) open
metal buckets (c) tightly
covered wooden boxes.
2. A fondue or chafing dish

alcohol burner should be
'(a) to the top (b)

filled/(a) u. jalf fall (c)never more than
while it's lighted. (
3. If a fire does start (a

jam oat the nearest wind9%
(b) take the main stairs (c

foilow one of the esc"P"
routes you've planned in a!
vance. xoq
uLrqu jsareou oq ao auoqd
1aqous uuony pu 'as1aaqO
1no 08 o ouu aAuq 11
[y,no Aoux no j quo auuoq
±ox cosy u@nu4P_"}
aq qe no nsomns urva

00 uonuaAanq an!l{a5ia oar s4noio

«
» •

YOU KNOW WHAT
DO for fire safety?

0umnsu] paoJaH a4L
pouurd sono1 [u10Aas au
os aurvy fq popoqq oq uuu
sung anou oduoso pan
-3ad pue pauuqd [snot4aad
e q osnoq aq Jo 1no 1a9
uvd 1,uop 'ms aop any u
J1(o) g10q u0Ao 10 p148y st
1aumnq op a[q [[Jo1 1aou
pun szouunq pons zopun
un 1umesa1oq u asp
a[qe mno ouo pony 3ururuy
qds uu puu spuudxo pnby
oq osnmuoq 1Iy J[uq uuq
a1ou 1oumnq poqopu ue [J
1a0N (q) z uonsnquuo sno
-aueuods asneo umuo au amp

1sn{ q4 1uouuouyuo
sumo qeauu pa1aAoo pqin
u uuoq door 'uuoq door
unur no yp aaopo01q a1y or
o8us ppoposno4 po () '

SSNV
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L00so
Fit

Lo0so
Weave

Light
Weight

Fuzzy

urn

Brenda
To Attend
Jamboree

-. Ith, a 1Brenda Lee Sm! " pun
year-old student " ,4ry,
tease Park, Ee"{''ie
has been selected ,{le
B.C. Autom"~ay
Association and CO""
school District to r€P;4qr
.c. atone with ","{»
sch»col patrotters%!";its
Na«tot sch%g! ka.
Week Jamboree tn
May 26-29. +on
Tie Jamboree. ;}%,,

sored y the Cg",
Automobile Assoc""
its' member clubs"",4.
ouawa Police PE%,
cent._ win brim, "0%,
over 8,000 patrollers
across the country; g

"I is our way 0,z.
thank you for ""qese
standing jot done ".jig
young citizensin Pr";3
he lives "h 4jijam
ct@sates" id!ii
McKinley,
president. Ottawa,
Before flying to., +our

the patrollers will ,
television studio @
Vancouver, visit the '!
Building at the PNE an
lunch in Gastown. Rey
Also during the day "?

will visit City Hall to me°
Mayor Jack Volrich, tour
the whale show and Stanley
Park Zoo and take a tur
about the harbour on the
sternwheeler.
Accompanying the

patrollers to Ottawa will be
Vancouver's Constable Jim
Kirk and his wife, Barbara
Kirk.

/

.-
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ccentSafety
Bicycle Riding ±

9.

-
bike must be equipped with a
headlight and a rear reflector.
The use of retro-reflective
walled tires, taping and
clothing is highly recom
mended, along with a rear
view mirror. Handy options
other than specific safety
items include a frame
mounted air pump, saddle
bag and, for sport riding and
touring, a water bottle.
Bicycles are subject to the

same laws as automobiles
when in the traffic mix.
Children (and adults) must be
taught to stop at red lights and
stop signs, give turn signals
and to ride in single file on the
right side of the road with the
current flow of traffic. Four
out of five bicycle accidents
occur in a traffic en
vironment.
Experienced bicycle

"drivers" in city traffic listen
for sounds from behind and
from side streets and in
tersections. Changes in
exhaust noise of approaching
cars will usually signify a
slow down or acceleration in
speed. Out of the corner of
your eye watch the front
wheels of approaching cars
for some indication they will
be turning. Watch out for the
fast moving trucks or trailers
which create a sweep of wind aEeAL es1Are
which can throw you off the oe and two bedroom modem
bike. If they are moving at apts. Good location- near new.
high speed, get off your bike Includes neat and not water, w.w.

.," , carpet, drapes, stove, fridge andand wait until they pass, ate. Con laundry. Aduns, no
especially on two-lane roads. pets. Cedar Apt., 1009 10m St.,
Road conditions are con- Courtenay, B.C. V9N 1R5. Ph. 338

stantly in need of watching, as78•
whether you are a new cyclist~
ora seasoned 'driver''. Be on rour Seasons double wide mobile
the lookout for drainage 1ome 24'x54'. comprised ot sitting
grates, oil spills, pot holes, room cw tireplace, 3 large
broken glass and other debris bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, kitchen
that Continually collects along and family room area.

unfurnishedthe side of the road. tote moved trom present location
Cross an intersection before

making a left turn, and walk
your bike across if necessary.
It takes a little longer, but
there's less chance of being
zapped by a car.
For bikes. with caliper

brakes, the rear wheel brake
should always be applied first,
therefore, make sure the lever
for the rear brake is mounted
on the right side of the han
dlebar. If it's on the left, you
will have trouble signaling
and braking at the same time.

If your bike isn't rigged this
way, it's a simple matter to
switch the control levers.
Traffic, the weather and

bad road surfaces will always
be with us. It is necessary to
learn a few "guerilla tactics"
for survival on city streets. If
you keep these few tips in

Home Hobbyist Faces Vision Hazards
hammering ets underway,
make sure the nails are prop
erly set so that they won't
spin off.

The home hobbyist often
does better in making repairs
than in protecting his sight.
That's why The National
Society for the Prevention of
Blindness warns hobbyists
nd do-it-yourself enthus
inasts about the threats to eye
sight found in the home work
shop. It recommends safety
eyewear for all eye hazardous
tasks. Here are some activ
ities where eye protection is
especially important:

I. Using power tools. This
includes power lawn mowers,
snow throwers, table saws
and portable saws, particu
larly the chain type.
2. Drilling. Fragments of

metal, wood and broken drill
bits can fly with blinding
speed into the face and eyes.
3. Nailing. Before serious

Classifieds

Extras include: sundck enclosed
porch and oil tank.

Askin9 $17,000
Ph. Keith Sinclair 339.4092.

ANNOUNCEMENT
RETIRING?

Youonly live once sowy not enjoy
your retirement in Sunny Vic.
tor ia? For information on homes,
lots, etc. in the Victoria area, write
or call collect Io

BAZ PHARAOH
RCAF .CAF RTD.

NEWSTEAD REALTY LTD.
1637 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C.
0ttice: $985166 Home: 6588449.

mind, biking will be safer and
certainly more fun than
nursing injuries because you
ignored the safety factors.
'Have a good day as you

bike away!"
SAFETY SAM

(Courtesy: Aerospace Safety)

4. Soldering. A drop of per
spiration hitting molten
solder generates steam which
causes metal droplets to fly in
all directions.
More and more hardware

stores are selling safety eye
wear. Or check "Industrial
Equipment Supplies" and
"Safety Devices" in the yel
low pages.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

C0MOX DISTRICT
CONCERT BAND

W!comes new members
Hf you enjoy playing a musical

instrument, come and join us on
Tuesdays, (gm 8:00.9:30 p.m. at
Vanier Higf School band room.
For more info. phone Mike Kirk
wood at 339.5356. Al ages
welcome!

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Positions available with Totem
Times Advertising staff, Involves
making a few phone calls and
picking up ads from advertisers.
This is a voluntary position, open
to Servicemembers and depen
dants; it will occupy 2-3 hours ot
your time every two weeks.
For more into. call Capt. Jock
Campbell Loc 409 or 339.5796.

DEPENDABLE PERSON WHO
CAN WORK WITHOUT
SUPERVISION. Earn $14,000 per
year. Contact customers around
Comox Valley. We train. Write
R.S. Dick, Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Brampton, Ont. L6T
2J6.

RIVER HEIGHTS MOTEL
1820 CHo

CLEAN AND QUIET
1 AND 2 BEDROOM KITCHENETTES

Home of Courtesy and Rest

338-8932 Courtenay

COLOUR TV

Welcome All

CHARGEX AND MASTERCHARGE
ACCEPTED

Here's how burns happen, especially
to children and the elderly.

Toddler experiments with matches.
Child climbs on the stove.
Child pulls on a pot handle or electrical
cord.

Child falls against an open heater.
Boy throws gasoline on an open fire.
Boy refills a hot or running lawnmower.
Girl or woman dangles loosesleeves
on a stove burner. (Wear close-fitting
clothes!) i

Man falls asleep smoking in bed.
Older person drops a lit match or
cigarette on clothes. (Keep an eye on
bedridden smokers.)

It is one of those mornings
",Ing gin, exaciy
hedule. You glance at your

Watch, notice that time is{"g out and you're going
belate for work, if you don't

Murry. Time to GO! You dash
Out of the house and zap
Silently out of your driveway,
?%r Maserati accelerating at
ull power.
Maserati? Silently? At full

Power!
Yes! Maserati makes

bicycles. Not all of us can
afford several hundred
dollars for a bicycle, but
Housands of folks are riding
bikes these days. Most of the
Wo-wheelers range in price
from $60 to $120, but if you
Teally want to go first class,
You can pay $1,000 or more for
a luxury model of smog-free,
One manpower, economy
Class transportation device -
the bicycle.
The bike has several things
oing for it. Ecologically, it's
a dream. It consumes no
hydro-carbon fuel, emits no
ar pollution and is simple to
maintain. But there are
certain disadvantages.
Basically it's a fair weather
machine. In an accident it
offers absolutely no protec
tion. For commuting it is
usually operated in com
petition with automobile
traffic, and it has very little
trunk space.
Balancing the good against

the bad, the bike comes out as
an excellent recreational
machine, a reasonably good
mode of transportation to
work and a great physical
conditioner.
So going on the assumption

that the good offsets the bad,
and the fact that so many of us
are bicycling, let's look at
some of the things you should
low if you decide that biking
is the route to go.
Mechanical Condition
A bike in good working
der is not only safer, it is

also a lot more fun. Follow the
advice given in your owner's
manual or consult the dealer
you bought from. In general,
you should keep your bike
clean, lubricated, and all
parts properly adjusted.
Proper lubrication is
essential, lire pressure should
be checked often. Brakes
must be in good working
order. Keep the spokes
tightened and inspect the
wbeels frequently to make
sure they are straight and
running true.
A good habit to develop is a

brief preflight once a day if
you ride regularly, or prior to
a trip if you only ride your
bike occasionally. The
preflight should consist of a
check of the wheel nuts (quick
release). brakes, tires,
saddle, pedals, chain and
shifting mechanism.
The bike should match the

size of the rider (the seat
should not be higher than the
hip). When the seat is in
proper adjustment make sure
that at least two inches of the
seat post remain in the frame
mast, for rigidity. Coaster
brakes are safer for small
children. When they are older
their hands will be large
enough for caliper brakes.
When cycling at night the

STEREOS - TELEVISI

's
STOCK

N SALE
- MUSICAL lSTRIUIMENT

PRIL Is: - APRIL 3Ok

$

RADIO

- SERVICES -
319- 4h SL. Conus Bax 330

Ares Iron the vc Pai£nq lo"

PRICED
TO
SELL

Our storago facilities, located just out
sido CFB Comox on Ryan Rd., ore unsur
passed in tho local area.

men%
rican

uEs 1AG"

For free estimates o packing o storage o Full Value Protection o
world-wide moving o local moving o bulky articles handling

COMOX MOVING & STORAGE
TRANSFERRED OVERSEAS? '

h d ions. Leave them in tho core of tho
a@1 toke hsnes vth _y9, "a"d £;$&3'ii6vis s sioG. casr fr +oriiGENTLEMEN of the moving industry CO
American Van Lines.

Come in and see for yourself. No ob
ligation!

COMOX POT HARDY
339-2281 949-7033

p Ryan Rd. Market St, ~=~F.I -

ii.ti7#ma#
VAN LINES /AGENT

Drop into our office any time during
regular business hours, or call us at 339.
2281, 2282, or 2283.

PORT AUGUSTA MOTEL
o Deluxe Units

• Cable Television

oHeated Swimming Pool

ol &2 Bedroom
Housekeeping Units

o Dining Room

LT BY AIR FORCE ENCOURAGEMENT AND EFFORTS"$%"f;$%"iii srciiis or oi siiicii.
l ,111 la Co■H HerlHllla1 ~,uttt.l C1•11 laJ,Centrally .oca

HE PORT AUGUSTA PHONE 339-2277RESERVE NOW AT

Y
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Adventures Of Superteck
Thursday, March 31, 1977

Part 14
It was nice to be home

again. Superteck tossed his
bag into a convenient corner
and collapsed onto the couch.
He put his feet up as he
thought back over the events
of the past few days. The more
he remembered, the more he
grinned. All in all, it had been
a fun trip. Wrong-way trips,
kamikazi rides, First Class
travel, trains. Suddenly he
got a brainwave. This would
make a great article for the
Boatum Bi-Weekly Scan
dlerag .. if he still worked
there. As "Ink" Blotter, he
hadn't been around for
awhile. Tonight might be a
good time to get something
down on paper.
It was an effort, but he

dragged himself out of the
comfortable sofa. A shower
revived him enough that he
even managed to unpack his
bag. Before he could dig
through the fridge however,
the phone rang.
He hesitated. If he was

going to get any work done
tonight, outside help might not
work out. The phone rang a
couple of more times, then
stilled. Much as he ap
preciated something soft,
cuddly, and of the opposite sex
around the place, better to use
the time to mend a few fences.
Superteck dug out his

typewriter. He decided that
he'd have to write out two
versions of the trip; one of
ficial report for the BWO, and
a dressed-up version for the
newspaper.
The BWO! ! The Chiefy was

going to be away on that
"Charm" course, wasn't he?
Superteck was going to be
running the office for the next
few days. What a great
chance to get even with a
couple of guys! ! His grin grew
as he savoured the thought.
Four cups of coffee, a giant

sandwich, and innumerable
mistakes later, he had
finished both the report and
the article for the newspaper.
He dug out a couple of large
envelopes and shoved the

sheets inside. Time enough to
deliver them tomorrow. In the
meanwhile, time to get his
head down.
The added incentive of

being in charge got him going
early the next morning.
Superteck even spent a couple
of extra minutes to don his
best uniform, buff his boots to
that extra shine, and to run a
polish rag over the Corvette.
Single pair of Hooks or not, he
was IN CHARGE, and by
golly, people were going to
know about it.
On the way in, he dropped

the envelope containing the
article and prepared for the
day by immediately going
down the hall and filling his
coffee cup for the first of the
day.
The Chief had given him a

thorough briefing and as well
Sgt. Avion had a phone at his
bedside just in case things got
too tight.
He was reading through

some paperwork at the Chief's
desk when the phone ran.
"BWO's office. Cpl.

Superteck here."
"·This is the Base Com

mander. Is the BWO there?"
"No sir. He's off on the

Warrant Officer's Course as
of this morning. I'm running
the office until Sgt. Avion gets
out of the hospital, sir."
"That's right, he did

mention it. Well, could you
come down to my office,
please."
Superteck straightened his

tie and gave his hair a quick
comb after he hung up. When
the Base Commander
"asked" for something, there
wasn't much chance that
someone would say 'no".
After all, it was his Base.
"Ah Corporal. Come in. Sit

down. You know my
secretary, Mrs. Beach. She's
going to take some notes for
us."
Superteck was puzzled.

What the heck was going on.
He was further puzzled by the
arrival of a light Colonel,
three Majors, and two Cap
tains.

The Base Commander distinguished visitor.
waited until everyone was have a week to get the B,
seated before he started. brushed and polished and (j
"Gentlemen, we are to have a troops whipped into somek,

• ■ ■

t shape. Cpl. Superteck here
p; temporarily in charge of
{+e BWO's office, and as the
ther Warrant Officers are

Canadian Military Aireraft or awe

l
I
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Consolidated B-24 Liberator
B-24 LIBERATOR Produced in greater quantity than any other American
military aircraft of the Second World War, the Consolidated B-24 Liberator
proved to be ideally suited for the Royal Canadian tr Force Maritime Recon
naissance Patrol duties. The aircraft on display has been refinished as R.C.A.F.
Serial Number 11130 which served with Eastern AIr Command during the last
year of the Second World War.

Part Eight - Consolidated
B-24 Liberator
To fill the requirement

for a Very Long Range
patrol aircraft to maintain
anti-submarine cover for
the Atlantic convoys, the
RCAF purchased the
Consolidated Liberator.
The first "Lib" appeared
on the RCAF equipment
roles in May of 1943, and a
total of 148 were taken on
charge before the final one
was struck off in June 1948.
In the five years of service
with the RCAF, the "Lib"
was flown by squadrons in
Eastern Air Command,
Western Air Command, by

9 (Transport) Group, 426
Squadron in South-East
Asia, and at Operational
Training Units.

A total of five different
Marks of the Liberator
were operated, and a
number of the early air.
craft were later converted
to transport configuration.
The transport versions
were flown by 168 (T)
Squadron to carry mail,
personnel, and vital war
materials across the
Atlantic. The Liberator had
a fairly good safety record,
only thirteen being written
off as a result of crashes

and an additional four at
one time in a hangar fire at
Gander, Newfoundland.
The majority of the

Canadian Liberators were
disposed of in June 1948.

One Liberator has been
brought back to Canada
after being donated to the
RCAF by the Royal Indian
Air Force. It has been
refurbished as a GR. Mk.
VIII of 10 (Bomber
Reconnaissance)Squadron,
Eastern Air Command, at
Gander. It now sits In the
Canadian National
Aeronautical Collection in
Ottawa.

Added Incentive
going to be busy with their
own sections, I've decided to
let him handle that end of it. I
want you to notify your
Section NCO's that any
memos with his signature are
not just jokes. Now, let's get
on down to the nitty-gritty."
For the next hour, problems

were pondered and solutions
discussed. Superteck had
brought along a note-pad and
was hard-pressed to get
everything down. When the
meeting finished, he had to
shake his head at all the
details to be handled through
the BWO's office. No wonder
the Chief seemed a bit short of
patience sometimes.
Superteck silently prayed that
Sgt. Avion would be out of the
hospital quickly.
Back in the office, Super

leek read through his notes. A
week to get everything ready
wasn't much time. Better
figure out some priorities and
get started.
He dug through the Chief's

files until he came up with the
list of the last Guard of
Honour. If he used the same
Guard over again, it would be
faster than having to train a
new bunch of people.
But first things first! He sat

down and typed up a memo
stopping any further leave
until after the visit. He'd
pulled that stunt himself, and
no-one was sneaking away
this time.
He didn't know why he did

it, butbefore going on with the
details of the visit, he opened
the envelope he put the report
of the trip in. He took one look
at the paper and almost
fainted. He'd mixed up the
sheets! ! This was the
newspaper article! ! That
meant that the official report
was on its way to the
newspaper office. Arrrgh!! I
And there was no way of
stopping it. Better calm down
and think this out.
He got himself another cup

of coffee. If he could get to the
newspaper office first thing in
the morning, there just might
be a chance of intercepting

the envelope. That was
tomorrow morning, and he
had problems right now.
Superteck phoned Sgt.

Avion at the hospital and got
the "good" news that the
Sergeant was going to be
there for at least the next ten
days, placing all the tasks of
making arrangements for the
VIP visit straight on Super
teck's shoulders. After some
discussion, they decided to see
if the Telecom Section could
install a "squawk-box''
between the office and the
hospital room. Maybe Sgt.
Avlon was flat on his back, but •
he knew all the ins and outs of
things like this and could help
Superteck a lot.

A phone call to the section
promptly brought up the first
snag; sorry, but they wouldn't
do anything without a
properly signed and sealed
work order.
Superteck squared his

shoulders and marched back
down to the Base Com
mander's office. Time to find
out just how much authority
came with the job.
The Base Commander

heard him out then picked up
the phone. Fifteen minutes
later, there was a tech in
stalling the required in
tercom. It was amazing what
could be accomplished with a
little muscle.

With the "hot-line" and Sgt.
Avion's insight to things of
ficial, by the end of the day,
things for the visit had started
to roll.
Just before he called it a

day, Superteck squawked
throught to Sgt. Avion to let
him know that the office was
closing. Before he said
goodbye, Sgt. Avion gave
Superteck one last bit of
advice. "Supe, you are going
to go crazy trying to handle all
the details there in the office,
and running around the Base
checking on things there as
well. Get yourself a Private to
sit there and handle the
phones."
It made sense, and he made

a note to get someone first

thing in themorning. And with
that, he jammed his hat on his
head and locked up the office.
He wheeled out of the

parking lot and just about ran
over his favorite antagnonist,
Pte. Anne Huney. He missed
her, but her comments would
almost lead him on to believe
that he hadn't. •
'Superteck, that car

matches what you've got
between your ears •
muscle!! She shouted it
enough that others in the
turned to enjoy Superteck's
miscomfort.
That did it!! He' needed

sombody to handle the
phones, and he just found the
perfect person. He'd make her
sweat!
Grinningquietly to himself,

he headed for home.
Well, readers, Superteck

managed to keep himself out
of trouble this time, but can
his luck hold out? Don't ask
me, I'm sworn to secrecy!!
Read the next issue of the
'Fishwrapper'' for the next
installment of:
The Adventures Of

SUPERTECK!! !
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CAMELOT ENTERPRISES
(1975) LTD.

CONSTRUCTION - BUILDING MAINTENANCE
CONCRETE WORK - BUILDING RENOVATIONS

JANITORIAL SERVICE

R.R. 1, Comox 339-3596

l
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BYNG'S »IA. ORGANS
Factory To You* HEINTZMAN PIANOS* HAMMOND ORGANS

PRICES THE SAME CANADA WIDE
USED PIANOS AND ORGANS
LARGE SELECTION OF MUSIC

DRIFTWOOD MALL, Courtenay 338-5662

pretro

[@} wtesoi tones
Build Your Own Home and
Get FREE ADVICE from a

Professional Builder. Or we
build for you if required.

ART COLLINS CONSTRUCTION
1601 Oak Placo, Courtonay, B.C.

334-2307

MOHAWK COURTENAY SERVICE
2350 Cliffe avenue

r: Quality Tires

: Quality Service

:: Qualified Mechanic
on duty 8-5

OPEN 24 HOURS

Alternators
Voltage Regulators Starters

Rewind Electric Motors
Tune-Ups Fast Service
COMOX VALLEY AUTO ELECTRIC

(Foot of Ryan Road Hill)
338-5073

BAYVIEW
COLOR CENTRE

3080 Como± Rd.
Courtenay B.c.

• (Neit to Animal Hostal)
339-3711

SERVING THE COMOI YMLLET WIT SHERWIN-WILLIAMS.
BPCO PAINTS IND OLYMPIC STAINS.

Come in and see our lorqe so'otion ol
Wallpaper Book

SERVICEMEN AND FAMILIES WELCOME AT

CHELTENHAM A,R
COURT MOTELQ9

COURTESY CLEANLINESS COLOR T.V.
994 Gorge Rd. West Phone (604) 385-9559
Corner of Gorge 8 Admirals Rds. Vitoria, .C.

COSE IO CFB ESQUIMAI

SERVING UPPER VANCOUVER ISLAND

TAYCO PAVING CO. LTD.
867 FIFTH SL., COURTENAY, B.C

PAVING CONTRACTORS
• INDUSTRIAL o RESIDENTIAL

COMMERCIAL • MUNICIPAL

Phone 338-7251

TELEPHONE 338-8200

OUR IIRLS CO 4RO'NO HIIN IKE NEESI Pt?It

971 CUMBERLAND ROAD
COURTENAY, BC WAYNE ANDERS@»

COURTENAY-COMOX TRAVEL SERVICE LTD.
REGISTER NOW FOR

ALL CHARTER FLIGHTS TO
en.,."

'ASTA'·2..z.

338-5421
441 CHille Ave.

For tho Flrst Timo
ALL YEAR CHARTERS

TO BRITAIN AVAILABLE

Accommodation and Flights
Courtenay. B.C. P.O. ox 3190

~ -

fl4#.Ml
' ' '- ~

1801 Comox Avenue
Comox, B.C

Specializing in ]

READY-MADE FRAMES
• NEEDLE POINT •AT SUPLIES
• PETIT POINT •LT GALLERY

P0T0s
We Frame To Ploose

339-5341 lucette Little
Eleanor Withomns

COURTENAY BAKERY
FANCY CAKES

BREADS BUNS PASTRIES

IN THE HEART OF THE VAST
ME TROPOLIS OF COURTENAY""

Phone: 334-4234

CATHAY RESORT
KYE BAY R R. 1, C0MOX

Phone 339.2921
New tully equipped large ? bedroom family units

, Daily, Weekly and Monthly Rate

Owners: BETTE & DOUG HANDEL

P.O. Bread B

""C0MOX BUILDERS CENTRE II
554 Anderton Road, Gomox, B.g, ''

Wo offer a good, general select
building supplies and hardware 'on of lun]

0r
BUT Our Specially ls Servi

Saws Sharpened
Hours- 730 a.m. -s30. h

Drop in and so us or PONE 339.2291

COMOX HARDWARE LTD.
A COMPLETE LINE OF
HARDWARE, PAINT,
APPLIANCES AND
FISHING TACKLE

IN THE ;~t:i·.-~~?~;?~i' .'.I 339-2911
HOPPING CENTRE~--i?:..~~

SI e-·[/K··,

PETER'S
SPORT SHOP tTD.

ALL SEASONS SPORT SHOP
HIKING AND CAMPING

SPECIALISTS

Specializing in RIC AIRCRAFT
N and HO MODEL RAILROADS
ARTS CRAFTS TOYS

Phono 3394033 or soo us e

MEL'S HOBDY CENTER
1771D Comox Avonuo Co; •

Ars from iho ton+4,"", D.
IOU: tea. tMn TNun. 1u. · 5:39

Friday Tl9, "·"--

505 Duncan Ave. Courtonay

BUYING? SELLING?
TRADING?

Totem Times classified ads will
$1 50 . . get results

s per Insertion up to 5
Pong cat. Joe come, toi 44""w ion is«ion ii zis4;2,s



From an Interview
with J.L. Plant,
A.V.M. Ret'd.

'We were away out front
ar as design speeitiau??]
were concerned.' We we
attempting "something ,
nojy efie ha@ riaa
not like that airplane, to de

rt ot thing, ir thatiii
ope- no one had ever

dreamed about it.'
The aircraft being

described is the CF105 Avr
Arrow. The speaker is J
Plant - pilot, former AIr VI
Marshall, and one-time
General Manager of Avro
Aircraft Ltd.
In the early 1950's, AVM

Plant commanded the
RCAF's Air Management
Technical Services Branch
and was closely involved in
the initial developmentof the
CF1O5 from the AIr Force's
side. Later, as General
Manager of Avro Aircraft
Ltd.,Mr. Plant supervised the
final two years of the air
craft's development and its
flight testing.
According to Mr. Plant, the

Arrow was designed as a
bomber destroyer. It
originated in 1951 as an Avro
proposal to meet an RCAF
requirement for a
replacement for the CF1OO.
The specifications demanded
by the RCAF far exceeded
any other aircraft of the day,
and probably any but the most
optimistic aircraft on the
drawing boards. '
Just four years after the

first flight of the F86 Sabre,
the RCAF asked for an air
craft with a top speed of mach
1.5, an operational ceiling of
60,000 feet, and the ability to
maintain mach 1.5 in a 2G
turn at 50,000 feet. Further to
that, the specifications called
for a twin engine aircraft for
operations over northern
Canada, a highly
sophisticated radar which
would enable it to operate
outside of ground control, and
missile armament. When
scrambled, the aircraft had to
be able to climb to 35,000 feet
subsonically, then super
sonically to 60,000 feet,
proceed to a target 200
nautical miles distant, fly in
combat with after-burners for
five minutes, and then return
subsonically to base with 20
minutes loiter time.
So demanding were these

requirements, claims Mr.
Plant, that it was not possible
to select major components
off the shelf. Such an aircraft
required technology not yet in
existence.
During the original

discussions between Avro and
the RCAF in 1951 and 1952,
AVM Plant was serving in
Europe. When he returned in
1954, the Arrow was in his
opinion already well along in
its design phase.
The airframe was being

built in Canada by Avro, but
many of the components were
being designed and developed
in the United States.
The control damping

system, a crucial component
in supersonic aircraft, was
developed by Minneapolis
Honneywell. "The Canadian
Government put a lot of
money into that," said Plant,
"and it certainly was the
vehicle that enabled the U.S.
to proceed with a lot of their
future development of
supersonic aircraft.'
The Hughes Corporation

was originally contracted to
develop the Arrow's fire
control system, but in 1956 the
contract was handed over to
RCA.
The weapon initially

selected for theArrow was the
Hughes Falcon. The RCAF
later decided that it needed
something more sophisticated
and turned to the Sparrow II,
which was then under
development for the U.S.N.
The whole question of ar
mament turned into "an awful
mess,'' however, when in
September 1958 the govern
ment cancelled the missile
altogether, "in order to put
sor ething cheaper and
si r'' in the aircraft.

'the time the aircraft
specifications were agreed
upon, Mr. Plant claims that
"there was no engine in the
world with /sufficient power
for the AvVro Arrow." The J75,
which today powers the F105
Thunderchief, was "the
biggest engine available at
the time," and so was selected
for the Arrow. However, even
with this engine, Avro's "most
optimistic (wind tunnel)
figure, falled to get the alr
craft to do mach 1.5 and a 2G
turn at 50,000 feet.' According
toMr. Plant, "it was close but
it did not meet the particular
criteria, it did not have
enough thrust."
Orenda, the Canadlan

company which had designed

- A Model Of The Avro Arrow -
and built the engine for the
CF1OO and Canadair Sabre,
believed it could build an
engine largely constructed of
titanium with sufficient
thrust. Eventually, "they sold
the idea to the Canadian
government that they must go
ahead with the development
of the engine." Their proposed
engine was "agreed to as the
only one that would deliver
the required thrust."
The Iroquois engine, as it -

was named, was not yet ready
when the first Arrow was
rolled out, and all prototypes
flew with the J75.
The first aircraft flew about

the beginning of April 1958,
the second before 1 August,
and the remainder about a
month apart. A total of five
prototypes flew.
Asked whether he thought

the prototypes met all design
specifications, Mr. Plant said
it was not possible to deter
mine. "It never did enough
test flying to say that it ex
ceeded all the specifications.
It flew at about 60,000 feet,
exceeded Mach 1.5, in fact it
flew at mach 1.95 at one point,
but it never did complete
testing."
The Arrow project was

cancelled just as the sixth
prototype RI..206 was about to
be fitted with the new Iroquois
engine. Mr. Plant speculated
that the aircraft could
eventually have flown at its
airframe design temperature
limit, which he believed was
mach 2.2.
During the flight testing,

Arrow prototypes were in
volved in two accidents, "just
one of those unfortunate
things that happen'' ac
cording to Mr. Plant.
RL-2OI, the first prototype,

was scheduled to do an air
show in Ottawa, and on Its
flight from Malton was ac
companied by the usual two
chase aircraft, a Sabre and a
CF10O. "Going to Ottawa the
Sabre ran out of fuel. Coming
back, the Arrow completely
outran the CF1OO and the
Sabre had not yet refueled
when the Arrow was back in
the circuit."
Without the chase aircraft,

the test pilot was not warned
that his undercarriage had
failed to extend properly. The
four main tires blew on lan
ding and damage to the air
craft resulted. R1-20l was
repaired and flew a couple of
months later.
The second accident, with a

later prototype, also occurred
during a landing. On this
occasion the brakes locked,
tires blew, hydraulic fluid
ignited, and the aircraft
careened off the runway. This
aircraft too was repaired and
flew three months later.
While this accident, in Mr.

Plant's words, 'was another
misfortune," the fact that the
aircraft could be repaired
"showed that it must have
been a good airplane.'
Unfortunately, on Friday 20

February, 1959, after only 75
hours of flight testing, before
the first flight with the
Iroquois engine and shortly
before a world speed record
attempt was scheduled, the
Arrow project was cancelled.
"Everything to do with the
aircraft was obliterated. At
the time, I felt it was a terrible
thing to do."
"I never heard of any of

ficial reasons," says Mr.
Plant.
The high cost of the Arrow

has been suggested as one
reason for the cancellation of
the project. Mr. Plant points
out that, even at five million
dollars per copy, "for $50
million more than was paid
for the Voodoo, we could have
had the same number of
CF105's, and this is counting
the cancellation costs."
Mr. Plant is not surprised

that there was no foreign
market for the Arrow, which
was another reason given for
its cancellation. "There is no
doubt that the United States

would not have wanted any
part of it because they have
their own aircraft industry to
think about and support; they
are not about to be helping out
their competitors."
Furthermore, Mr. Plant

adds, "you can't go around
selling something off the
drawing board."
Too short a range has often

been mentioned as another
reason for the cancellation of
the program, but Mr. Plant
discounts this. ""Two hundred
miles doesn't seem like very
far in this day and age, but it
was a long way to send a
fighter up." In addition, Mr.
Plant points out that 200 miles
was the range called for by
the RCAF in its design
specifications.
Could the Arrow's range

have been extended?
"As far as its development

is concerned - its range - if
you wanted more range that
could be built into it, all sorts
of thing could have been done
to it .... but it was designed
for a specific job," continues
Mr. Plant, and he claims that
to start making changes
would have detracted from its
capability as a bomber
destroyer.
Mr. Plant said that no

consideration had been given
to adapting the aircraft to
ground attack role, since they
were building a highly
specialized interceptor and
not a multi-role aircraft.
When faced with the in
terceptor specifications
demanded by the RCAF, Mr.
Plant says "you are not
worrying whether you can
hang this on it or that on it,
you are concerned as to
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AIR VICE MARSHALL
(RET'D) J.L. PLANT

Mr. Plant was born in South
Wales in 1910, and moved with
his family to Victoria, B.C. In
1919. Ater completing high
school, he entered UBC and
graduated in 1931 with a
degree in Mechanical
Engineering. The same year
he received his wings in the
RCAF.
During the Second World

War, Mr. Plant was CO ot 12
Transport Sqn., Pat Bay, 413
Sqn., serving in the Far East
and RCAF Satuons DLshtrk
and Leeming, in England
After the war, Mr. Plant

held a number of command
positions including AOC 9
Transport Group and, AOC
Western Air Command. In
1951 he was temporarily
promoted to AIr Marshal and
was Chief of Staff of AIlled AIr
Forces Central Europe
Returning to Canada In 1954

AVM Plant was the AIr
Member for Technical Ser
vices and in 1955 AOC AIr
Material Command.
Mr. Plant resigned hlg

commission in 1956, and went
on to hold a number of senlor
executive positions In
business, including that of

whether or not you are goin&
to get an airplane that will fly
at all."
"It was a big airplane,

perhaps 70,000 lbs. all up; 1
had a low wing loading and it
had a big wing. Itwould never
have been anything like the
Phantom as far as
manoeuverability is con
cerned. It wouldn't fight other
fighters."
But this was not a con

sideration to the designers.
Avro's assignment was to
design and build the most
advanced bomber interceptor
in the world, and that is
exactly what they did.
Mr. Plant doubted that any

aircraft escaped destruction.
"I don't see how any complete
aircraft could have been
taken away from there. It
couldn't be, somebody would
know and somebody would
have talked about it by this
time."
Asked if he thought that

today Canada would have the
ability to repeat what it ac
complished with the Arrow,
Mr. Plant said that he did not
think so. "They destroyed the
design team at the time, and
we no longer possess a team
capable of designing such an
aircraft.'

DID YOU KNOW
BY ''WESTWING"

That in January 1944, the
German Luftwaffe carried out
a long-range test-flight with a
Junkers J390-V2, six-engined
maritime reconnaissance
bomber. The non-stop flight
was from the European
mainland to within 12 miles of
New York and return.

General Manager of AV Roe
Canada Ltd. From 1970 to 1972
he lectured at RRMC.

He is now retired and
presently. living in Victoria.

1917 Cadet Training Alo. 4 School Of Niliary Aeronautics, Toronto

(Continued from page 1)

P.Q., and Comox, B.C. In
addition, CF-I0Is assigned to
the Operational Training
Squadron at Bagotville are
available to supplement the
interceptor squadrons in an
emergency.
In central Europe, the

Canadian Air Group assigned
to NATO is equipped with CF-
104, Starfighter fighter
bombers based at Baden
Soellingen. An Operational
Training Squadron is based at
Cold Lake, Alberta.

He added that the CF-104s
and CF-I0Is are in an ad
vanced state of technical
obsolescence which makes
them increasingly difficult
and expensive to maintain.
Two operational squadrons

equipped with CF-5 fighter
ombers are based at
Bugotville and Cold Lake
respectively. Their primary
task is Canada's air rein
forcement to NATO's nor
them flank in Europe, but
they are also used to support
Canadian-based land and
maritime force operations

Navy Mlakes lt To Top
(Continued from page 1)

admiral on July 1, 1974,
preceded by two weeks his
appointment as vice-chief of
the defence staff.
In May, 1976, he was in

vested in the Order of Military
Merit in the grade of Com
mander, in recognition of
conspicuous merit and ex
ceptional military service.
Gen. Withers is a graduate

of the Canadian Ser
vuce College, Royal Roads,
Victoria, and Royal Military
College, Kingston, and ob
""ed a Bachelor of Science
egree in electrical
Iineering from Queen'S .'rrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
University in 1954. He has
served in Korea and with 4
[?adian _infantry Brigade
roup in Europe.

,_""_was promoted to
Tigadier-general in 1970 and

At the Top of tho II
COURTENAY CI'SIER PLYMOIUTI

(1970) SES LI.
T0P

QUALITY

* - VOLARE - ASPEN -
"CAR OF THE YEAR" AWARD WINNER

DODGE TRUCKS • PICK-UPS
- VANS -GONS

TOP
QUALITY

*
CHECK AUTO-CLUB PRICES

AND THEN SEE US
a
Top Qualily

EIIi
Bank Financing
available on

PProved credit.

and to conduct advanced pilot
training.
The CF-5 is scheduled to be

converted exclusively to the
pilot training role in the 1900s.
The defence minister said

that the combat capabilities of
the present fleet, in terms of
aircraft and weapons system
performance, are inferior to
and inadequate compared to
the combat capabilities of the
new fighter and bomber
aircraft being Introduced
rapidly into service with the
air forces of Canada's
potential military opponents.
INDUSTRIAL CONSIDE
RATIONS.
While the purpose of

seeking proposals is to
ascertain how the aircraft
manufacturers can best
satisfy Canada's military
requirements as well as
benefit industrial and
economic objectives, it is
anticipated that the proposals
may also cover the possibility
of continuing production in
Canada of certain parts and
assemblies of the same air
craft.
The minister emphasized

that he and his colleague the
minister of Industry Trade
and Commerce, Hon. Jean
Chretien, were determined to
ensure that, once the military
requirements have been
satisfied, the responsiveness
of the proposals to the in
dustrial and economic
benefits would be considered
of great importance.

appointed commander of
Northern Region with
headquarters at Yellowknife,
N.W.T.

Later, Gen. Withers was
director-general of
management information
services, and . on promotion
to major-general in July, 1975,
became associate assistant
deputy minister (policy) at
Defence headquarters. In
August, 1976, he was ap
pointed commander of
Canadian Forces Europe with
headquarters in Lahr, West
Germany.

- i
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RCAF Association :__..
@he 38eecatchhp* Imported Tartans6" # lilts, Capes, etc.
k? # Shetland Woollen

Sweaters •
OPEN 9:30 • 5:30

; 35 England Ave., Courtenay
} NEXT TO BEAVER TRAVEL

338-5911

"WHAT'S NEW?"
SEIKO QUARTZ WATCHES The most revolutionary development
in time pieces of the decade. Accuracy within 5 seconds a
month. We also stock "up to the minute" styling in Orient,
attnauer, Voltaire and Candino watches.
DIAMONDS Traditional or modern settings for that very im-
portant occasion.
BIRTHSTONE, FAMILY ANO COCKTAIL RINGS A large stock of
selective styles. Choose yours today.
CHARMS & BRACELETS Sterling or I0K Gold. A "tun" gilt to
permanently record the "happenings" in your life.

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED

Geo. Hamm
CPR Watch Inspoctor

WATCHMAKER 8 JEWELLER LTD.
332-5th St., Courtonay, D.C. 334-3911

3 or 4 Bedroom Mobile Home
with 1½ Bathrooms

12x68 Glen River -. 7 Year Old
Set-up in better local park. Fully furnished, incl.
dryer, deluxe electric range, frost-free fridge,
stalled, and cabana built on side.

AN EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD VALUE
TRY S500 DOWN O.A.C.

washer and
skirting in-

2 Miles S. on Island Highway

PHONE 338-6716
Doalor No, 1069A
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■ ■ ■ Back Fence Gossip

"Femme Gen.
My cousin Evelyn popped in

for a visit the other day. I'm
her only relative in Canada so
she sees a lot of me. Although
I am older than she is by 1l
days, 25 minutes, and 6.2
seconds (except in leap years,
when I'm twelve days etc.
older) Evelyn often tells me
that she is much more ef
ficient than I am. (not only
that- she's a lot better at
figures too!)
I really don't know what I'd

do without Evelyn. She
frequently points out how
even an older woman like
myself could improve my life
style, if I'd only take her
advice. She says it's not true
that you can't teach old dog
new tricks.
For example, as Evelyn is

always telling me, while I
"waste" my time scribbling
articles like this, she spends
her spare time writing letters
to the folks back home.
Without her letters, they
would never knowhow we two
were doing in Canada. I did
take her advice once and sat
down and wrote 26 letters to
the relatives I could
remember. Within one month
I received 25 answers. Evelyn
only got one letter thatmonth,
from her mother and father -
number 26 on my list- who
never write to me anyway.
They just sent rather cryptic
notes at Christmas, sending
their sympathy and hoping
that things are improving for
me.
As I mentioned, Evelyn is

always reminding me how
much smarter she is than I
am. While I married a
member of the C.A.F. Evelyn
married a psychologist.
Actually, she married a truck
driver who, after taking her
advice, became a
psychologist. My husband and
I really like Robert, (he used
to be called Bob, but Evelyn
says that Robert is more in
keeping with his professional
status.) Anyway, we love to
hear him reminisce about his
truck driving days, which he
does when Evelyn is in my
bathroom checking under the
sink for cockroaches. She says
that new homes like mine are
often overrun by pests.
Robert chews on a pipe,

Evelyn says it makes him look
sophisticated, although he
never smokes it. She says that
smoking is a filthy, dirty
habit, that only people with a
sub-normal intelligence in
dulge in.
(I really don't know what

we are going to do with all
those cartons of cigarettes she
keeps giving my husband - he
stopped smoking two years
ago.) •

Evelyn will take a small
drink once in a while. She
often says that alcohol can be
very beneficial in

Chapel
Chimes

moderation. My husband says
that we can't afford Evelyn's
moderation anymore and has
asked me not to invite her to
any of our parties. But she is
family, and Robert always
brings two extra bottles
anyway, As Evelyn says, it's
healthy to let down your hair
once in a while. My husband
says it's a wonder she's not

PIO Preamble
Hello, Here goes 1ormy first Oh yes, the bases stored in a

edition of PMQ Preamble. storage shed on the school
wish to yard are believed to have

Any information you 1' sprouted feet and walked
pass along to other PM ~m their resting place. It
residents through this ·d
column, call me any day at would be greatly appreciate

30 if these bases when found
339-5325 after 4:30 p.m. (d6;' Gould develop feet and walk
hr' ;ILGUIDES back, or if their whereabouts
OnMarch 24th, 1977, the 2nd be known, call 339-3978.

Comox Guide Company held DOGS AND CATS
an enrolment and six new Any residents having
guides were acepted into the trouble with stray dogs and
Company.' < cats please notify your
Spring cleaning time is here councillors, don't call the

and if any of you have Housing office.
outgrown or old Guide or An open meeting is planned
Brownie uniforms to sell, for in May with base
there is a uniform depot now representatives and PMQ
open. They are accepting all councillors at your disposal
or part of any uniforms or for questions and discussion.
anything pertaining to the There will be an agenda of
Guide or Brownie Movement. items to be discussed
You name your price on the delivered to each PMQ before
item or items and the Depot the meeting.
takes a 10 per cent charge for This year it is thought that
the use of their service. You recognition would be shown to
can contact the depot through the PMQ's with the best ap-
Mrs. Nichols at 339-5126. pearance in early summer

EASTEREGGHUNT and late summer. More
Easter Egg Hunt will be details will be ready for later.

held on Saturday, the 9th of TOTEM TIMES DELIVERY
April in the woods behind the Regret that the "fish
School at 0900 hours. There . wrapper" will no longer be
will be three designated areas delivered door-to-door in
according to age groups. The PMQ's until some suitable
age limit this year is from one arrangements can be made.
to and including age eight.
The three groups will consist
of the one to four year olds;
five and six year olds; and
seven and eight year olds.
BASEBALL &

SOFTBALL NEWS
There are new uniforms in

for baseball this year. Two
sets for the girls and two sets
for the boys.
Registration will be held on

Saturday the 16th of April,
tentatively at the School Gym.
Registration fees will be $2.50.
This will include ages six to
twelve boys and girls,
covering Peewee, Midget and
Bantam leagues. Look for
further information in the
PMQ Preamble of the 14th of
April edition. (next paper).
Registration is still open for

Babe Ruth baseball (ages 13
to 18 years). You can register
at PMQ 71 or call 339-3978.
Bring your brith certificate
and medical number.
Coaches are needed for all

leagues and also for Babe
Ruth Baseball. This league is
not a base league but belongs
to the Comox Valley Babe
Ruth Baseball Association.

• • by Elizabeth Graham
bald with all the hair she lets

a s woo«, s gen
back home for a visit so0-
This will be her second visit
since she came to Canada. _I
keep asking her when she IS
going and for how long, U!
she won't tell me. I guess I'll
have to send 26 telegrammes
this time.

%#as!#e
L,
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PROTESTANT CHAPEL
D. L. Martin, Major (Base Chaplain (P) )

The Protestant Chapel is located in Wallace Gardens (PMQ
area) and Divine Service is held every Sunday at 1100 hours.
This isthe Base Chapel andeveryone is warmly invited to share
in the Service.

HOLY COMMUNION: Holy Communion 1200 hours last
Sunday of each month

BAPTISM: Services ofHoly Baptismare held everymonth.
WOMEN'S GUILD: All women are encouraged to support

this group which is very active in missionary efforts. Meets in
the Chapel Lounge at 2000 hours on the third Tuesday af the
month.

CHAPEL CHOIR: Our Senior Choir extends a warm
welcome to all new arrivals. New voices are always needed.
Please speak to theChoir Director, Organistor Chaplain. Senior
Choir Practice - 2000 hours, 'Thursday: Junior Choir Practice -
1800 hours, Thursday. '

SUNDAY SCHOOL: The Sunday School operates from
September to June. Ages 6-15 meet in the Chapel at 0930 hours
each Sunday, and the ages 3-5 hold their sessions during the
Church period at 1100 hours. AJI children are invited to attend.

OFFICE HOURS: 0800 to 1630 hours. Phone 339-2211 local
273.

RC CHAPEL
Father Frands Swoboda - Base Chaplain (RC)
Telephone 339-2211 lo¢ Z74 Residence 339-2102
SUNDAY MASSED: Saturday: 7:00 p.m. (Sunday Vigil) Sun
day: 9:30 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
WEEKDAY MASSES: During the season of Lent Mass will be
celebrated in the Chapelonweekdays at 4:00p.m.
SACRAMENT OF RECONCILIATION: Confessions are heard
before and after allMasses andatother timesupon request.
CATECHISM CLASSES: Catechism Classes for Grades 1 to 8
are held regularly each Wednesday evening from 6:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. at the Airport school in PMQS.
BAPTISM: By appointment. Instructions for parents required
prior to Baptism.
MARRIAGES: Minimum of three months advance notice.
Marriage counselling and preparation courses are required
prior to marriage.

,,

?asr scovso w 922,
VITAMIN E WAS NOT PRODUCED
COMMERCIALLY UNTIL THE EARLY
1940 WHEN EASTMAN KODAK
SCIENTISTS DEVELOPED A
MOLECULAR I5TLLATON PROCESS
FOR RECOVERING THE VITAMIN
FROM VGTABLE OILS !

[PP
bAY,HEAT_-co»sci0us
CONSUME RS KNOW TAT
VTAMI E IS AVAILABLE w 0Ty
NATURALLY DERIVED AD
S1NIETIC FORMULATIONS.
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A gala spectacular
lighting, make-up, wardr
hair styles, and performiiji
talent. Two evenings {f
wholesome family '
tertainment conceive4
developed and expertj
executed by the ma
facetted members of ,
military community:; morjj
and physically support«ea'{
our spouses and sweethea'
sons and daughters, close
friends, and many others w+
possess a one desire to shar
laugh. Say you saw your local
talent live! Take an evening
off from those commercials!i

Hi-Lite Samplings:
·TM HERBERT";
Actor-director- Fight+n'

Facial Foliage Frank Manuel
ably supported by Kle,
Shav'n (on Frank's in
sistance), Marylin Manuel.
BEFORE AND AFTER
THE ATC CRISIS": A lesson
on English is not necessarily
the International language 6t
anything. Director - 4R
Manuel. Starring: Gerry
Culver-Jones and Marti
Lavoie.
THE WAY IT IS": - A lesson
in "Coupe de Command.
Director - Jacques "Airman
De Nazernaque" Poirier PHI,
(EC) (Doctorate ot

Nutrition
Canada Food
Consumption
Patterns Report

The utrition Canady
Food Consumption Patter
Report, just published b
Health and Welfare Canad±
makes the following recom
mendations:

- that adolescent and
adult females and elderly
males should increase their
consumption of dairy pro
ducts, since their calcium
intakes were below recom
mended levels;

- that the percentage of
calories obtained from fat
should be lowered. This
could best be achieved by
reducing the consumption
of high fat meats since
butter and margarine pro
vided only S to per cent
of total caloric intake;

- that those age groups
with low thiamin and iron
intakes should increase their
consumption of cereal pro.
ducts,

- that during pregnancy
greater emphasis should }
placed on increased •
sumption of dairy product
fruits and ' vegetables ..'
order to increase the int,

of calcium and folie a44
With a greater increase .
the consumption of m'
the use of vitamin ''l andmineral supplements, e
tor on sn& iii' .}'
would be unnecessary ",

A tree copy of
summary report is a4.""
from Educational g, "ble
H al I ' crv1cce Ith Protection B, "S,
Health and welf4 ·""sh,
10o1 west Pends, "s,
couver, B.C. V6E 2M' "n-

© BE YOUR OWN BOSS! I
CUSTOM SA

SHARPENING SERVICE
Real going concern. All types of 4
carbide. DN.D. Controct. arpening,• 'v

SIMMOND BLADE FRANc,
Owner will sway on to train. Moc# llSE
statements available. Potential. Fi,4,, .

ci]
IDEAL FOR RETIRING

SERVICEMAN

Piced a 15,60000
Call DICK GARDINER a3or writetk ra.. '"-532

449-5nl s,' "alt,y
Courtenay 334-31

TOTEM LITTLE THEATRE
Presents:

Variety Show 77

Linguistics Eastern
Canada). Starring: Paul
"Dentu-Gleem" Kozak, Kathy
·Ballerina'' Dykman, Jim
·'See Below'' Tremblay,
Norm 'The Heavy''
Richardson, Jackie "Oh,
Yes" James, Gaetanne "Oui"
Perron, and Susan "Who"
Borys. .
··RENDEZVOUS": - Not
necessarily a lesson in
anything. '
(A short 3-act comedy). •
Script - JAD Poirier.
Director- Jim "Shake

Spearmint" Tremblay.
Starring: JAD Poirier,

Kathy "Baden Player''
Dalmer, Frank Manuel,
Manon ''The Decorator''
Begin, Norm Richardson,
Jean Lue "Oui, Encore''
Binette, Kathy Dykman,
Serge "Oui, Encore,'
Encore'' Proulx, Jackie
James, and Ron "Oui, Again"
Gaudreau.
Musical Instrumental - Serg

Proult, John Reick! and
family, plus others.
Where? - At the Base

Theatre.
When? - Monday, April 18th

and Tuesday, April 19th at 8
p.m. Sunday, April 17th will
be the final dress rehearsal
performed without charge for
the senior citizens and han
dicapped of the Comox Valley.
•. Admission? - Still at 1975
prices, $1.50 per ticket.
Tickets are available from
any member of the TLT cast
or staff and at your favourite
Mess. Any tickets remaining
will be sold at the door. A Door
Prize of approximately $25.00
value will be presented each
evening. Recipient must be in
attendance to claim the
teasingly tantilizing gift.
Who? - You! The general

public is cordially invited!
Plan to attend the Star
Studded stage that promises
to turn the "Oscar" into a
Mouseketeer picnic!

There's more than an out
side chance you don't pay
much attention to the pack
ae outside the things you
buy, but knowing more about
it could help you save money
and preserve your family's
health. Take this test to find
out how much knowledge you
contain about containers, "

1. The inner liners in cereal
and cracker boxes (a) help
prevent staleness (b) in
crease the chances of stale
ness (c) have no effect on
taleness?
2. The packaging around

meats (a) increases the price
ofmeat (b) decreases the price
ofmeat(c) has noeffecton the
price?
3. Fruit and vegetables sold

in packages are likely to be
(a)as fresh as unwrapped
produce (b) less fresh
(c) fresher?

4. Packaging (a) can help
preserve natural resources
(b) wastes natural resources
(c) has nothing to dowith nat
ural resources?
5. 'The use of "blister pack

aging'' in retail stores tends
to (a) increase pilferage(b) re
duce pilferage, or (c) have no
effect on the incidence of pil
ferage?

DO YOU KNOW the out
side story on the things you
buy?
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3etp!
]ea! are srel trouble!
our Wislurapper has great
n f persons ta assist
in its auertsing )epartment

For More Info. Call Capt. Jock Campboll
Lo 409 or 339-5796

COAST TO COAST REAL ESTATE
SERVICE

n Associate Broker of the A, E. IePage Coast to Coast Real$ service, our Company can obtain itormation concer1neg
housing needs from more than I60 highly reputable

",,, across Canada. An advance referral can have an agency
re3ltor' ·4ne ii th," bitig to greet you with your specrtic requirement 1an een
wait'inf .
esearched ahead of time. ,

assist your advanced planning. we have comparative
~~talogues "vailablc in our olf1ce and experienced salesmen lo
advise you. .. :, .:

lo Plan your next move. We re able to make 1I easiertart now
at both ends. Drop in to see us soon.

p LEO ANDERTON & CO. LTD.
' 526 Cliffe Aenue, Courtenay, B.C.

PHONE 338-5321
,°

9AM4 HONARI
iyt AINI
ii CALM

Cto C

334-4575
138-833
ii-3ms

CHARLES 0YL
MERI FLETCHER
TONY MAGI

333-38315
339-7464
337-5030

This Stuffed Cabbage
Has A Flavour Secret:,

a
A ground beef and rice stuffing, temptingly seasoned with

onion, tomato and a measure ofWorcestershire sauce is one of
the best things to happen to a cabbage leaf. 'This is a health
ful family main dish, thrifty and easily prepared, but you can
also serve it proudly to guests whose tastebuds know what's
good.

SAVORY STUFFED CABBAGE
I small hend cabbge
I tablespoon oil
I cup chopped onions
I can(I Ib.) tomatoes, broken up
3 beef bouillon cubes
I cup water
teaspoons original Worchestershire sauce, divided

I pound round leun beef
3 tablespoons raw rice
2 tablespoons water
2 tablespoons firmly packed brown sugar
Pour boiling wuter over cabbage to cover; let stand

for 15 minutes. Hemove leaves; set aside. In a large
saucepot heat oil. Add onions; sute for 2 minutes. Stir
in tomatoes, bouillon cubes, water and 3 teaspoons of
the Worcestershire sauce. Bring to boiling point.
Reduce heat and simmer, covered, for 30 minutes.
Meanwhile mix beef, rice, egg, water and remaining 2
teaspoons Worcestershire sauce. Place a tablespoon
ful on each cabbue leaf; tuck in sides, roll up. Place
extra cabbage in sauce. Arrange stuffed cabbage on
top; sprinkle with brown sugar. Cover and simmer for
I' hours. Uncover and simmer until sauce is slightly
thickened, about 20 minutes. Yield: About 16 stuffed
cabbages-4 to 6 portions.

ALE BY OWNER
Excellently maintained large family home in
Camox. Spacious fenced lot with total landscap
ing. 1248 sq. ft. up with full lower level. 5 B.R..

2 baths, 2 F.P., walk to school.
339-3329

CHALET
MOTORS

66 MUSTANGa.................16g5
71 MAZDA 1800 STN. WGN. «. •.. 1095
74 DODGE COLT HARD TOP ....2295
73 MAZDA RX3 STN. WGN. • «...2495
73 TOYOTA COROLLA. «« • a...18g5
67 FORD FAIRLANEa.a.a.........1095
70 MAZDA 1500 SED...............1095
71 MAZDA 1500 SED. ............1095
73 MAZDA RX3 STN. WGN. +a. • ,.2495
70 FARLANE 500 H.I. n......•.. 1295
71 MAVERICK.a.s.rs...........1695
66 V/BEETLE.................. 495
70 MAZDA 1500 C.C. STN. WGN......1095
71 TOYOTA CROWN STN. WGN. +a 1695
72 DATSUN 1200 COUPE...........1495
72 MAZDA 808 COUPE.............19g5
69 V/ STN. WAGON ...........1495

BOAT
17' REINELL BOAT
++76S>"«s... 4295

DEMONSTRATOR
76 RX4 STN. WGN. ...rsao...... 59g5

TRUCKS a

74 MAZDA P/U an.•.«..28g5
68 LNDROVER s.«a.s...........29g57},29219.59RD0IN0ow vAN

soi. %lt
71 MAZDA s» «rs»« o..... 1

89572 MAZDA P/U »o@.... '34g573rsuN PIcu a4.........215@

@,""]
hue..33g.-547
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Spring Fashions For Charity
¥

THE GRAND FINALE WITH MODELS IN EVENING GOWNS. L
to R. Joan Goodall, Cher Evans, Daphne Norman, Marjorie Van de

Photos By John Windish
Pryt, Maureen Hallstrom, Shirley Robb, Dawn Button, Pierrette
Shea, and Ande' Read.

SH IRLEY, ANDE' AND DAPHNE show the versatility of the suit with vest, skirt
and a choice of blouses.

CECILE BEGIN OF O.W.C. PRESENTS A CHEQUE FOR $250. to S
Donald (Duchess) at the Extended Care Unit. Valerie wittiams, he,,""/9-

+ ' Urse, IO0l.s
on.

OSCAR GARCIA
l

Adopted
The Protestant Chapel

Guild are pleased to announ
the adoption of heir ten.y,.
old foster son, Oscar Garcia
of Mexico. "

Oscar is one of five children
who were abandoned by their
parents and who are
1• i . nowvmng In an orphanage. He is
in the First Grade, and doln
well in school. He enj
playing marbles and soccer
and helps with the chore
around the orphanage.
The money for this project

and various local ones has
been provided by proceeds
from the Guild Canteen at AIr
Movements Unit. The Guild at
this time would like to thank
all of you who have supported
us in any way throughout the
year.

JUST PERFECT tor that special occasion on a
varm summer evening is. Cher in her long gown
with matching cape.

CH ER & MARJORIE feeling springy In their smocks.

"A
+' i. s

f,° il,e

SHEILA CARVALHO, OF THE MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS SOCIETY, accepts a
cheque for $250. from Cecile Begin, president of O.W.C. The money was raised at
the recent Spring Fashion Showsponsored by the Officer's Wives' club.

@5/87 a:7s%4
One of the world's

most versatile people was
probably Sir Winston
Churchill. Author, states
man, journalist, soldier,
painter and more, his
entry in Who's Who is
the longest on record:
:211 lines.
=p=5a
'?(di
-==.-T-
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Officers' Wives Participate
BY JANICE POOLE

The Spring Fashion
Show sponsored by the
Officers Wives' Club was
held on March 22 at the
Base Theatre. Fashions
were presented by Miss
Frith of Victoria and
models were nine of the
club members.
After Cecile Begin

President of the OWC, for the beautiful Afghan
welcomed everyone to the Which was handmade by
show, the curtains parted Beth Arnold, vice
and a burst of Spring president of the OWC.
appeared on stage in the 7
torm of live plants, bright 'Ith Betty Elliot at the
flowers, a garden trellis 9an console, the
and stuffed fys. AII of the }dience and models were
stage props were supplied le to get into the Spring
by Lloyd Park Nursery P' things with an ac- The Officers Wives' Club
and Zellers. Shoes and {},7paniment of lively ish to express their ap
accessories were provided ,Ing music. Th reciation to all of those
by Copp Shoes of Cour- "ansporting of the organ ho donated their time or
tenay. Trudy Brown, "9S carried out by Nor' auipment, contributing to
Caroline Lecompte, Carol 'Verican Van Lines. the success of the fashion
""!$0, Ann Macon@!d The success ot the show; and to Mr. Sinclair
udy Custick, and Gitt? evening cannot only be ot ''Miss Frith'' for such a

Salter of the Nu-LOO' measured in dollars. lovely selection ot clothes;
Beauty Salon were beh/ F'wever, the Otticers and to Stephanie Spiers
the scenes applying make lives' Club Is proud to who worked very hard to
up and doing hair. announce that a cheque to organize the entire event
[he show bean wlpa

fashions for the Spring [
Bridal party and continued
on to feature everything
from Sports and Casual
wear to elegant evenin9
gowns. The price range on
the clothing Items was
from moderate to e
pensive. Judging from the
colors modelled. .belge°
and soft feminine shades
are truly the thing (of
Spring.Mr. Sinclalr, the ownef
of 'Miss Fr#H' dld the

Commentary as the clothes
were modelled and helped
draw the winning door
prize ticket. Jean Nichols
won a $25 gift certificate
and another lucky lady
won a $15. gift certificate,
both from Miss Frith. Mrs.
G. Wierelychuk was the
holder of the ticket drawn

the amount of $250 was
presented to the Extended
Care Unit at St. Joseph's
Hospital, and another $250
went to the Multiple
Sclerosis Society. The ECU
will use the funds to help in
the purchase of any
e q u I p m e n t o r
miscellaneous items which
are necessary for the care
of the elderly patients. The
Multiple Sclerosis Society
will use their cheque to
cover the expenses of their
van which has a
hydraulically - operated
ramp for wheelchairs.
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HARSEEKA KENNELS

R.R. 3
COURTENAY, .C.

C.K.C. REGISTERED
FOX TERRIER (WIRE)
HOW AND PET STOCK

BOARDING

Jack and Lillian Kingston

SLAND HIGHWAY AT ROYSTON
PH, 338.8891

NVORTHGATE
MOTORS
CATCH

A RABBIT

250 Island Highway
Phone 338-5305
Dealer Lic. No. 2576

QUIET STREET
ldeal family home with 3 bedrms, bright sunny kit
chen, leads to large patio overlooking well treedad
landscaped yard. Quality carpets. Tudor styled fomil
room with field stone fireplace. Ample re ,'
workshop. room tor

Call Gayo or Lloyd Work 334-2220
Bros. Realty Ltd., 334-3111. or Block
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